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Abstract 

This dissertation describes the CogNet architecture and five cognitive routing 

protocols designed to function within this architecture. In this document, I first 

provide detailed modeling and analysis of CogNet architecture and then provide the 

detailed approach, mathematical analysis, and simulation results for each of the 

developed cognitive routing protocols. 

The fundamental idea for these cognitive routing protocols is that a proper and 

adaptive network topology should be constructed from network nodes based on 

predictions using cognitive functions and past experience. The nodes in the cognitive 

radio network employ machine learning techniques to use past experience and make 

wise decisions by predicting future network conditions. The cognitive protocol 

architecture is a cross-layer optimized construct where the lower layer knowledge of 

the wireless medium is shared with the network layer. 

This dissertation investigates several intelligent approaches for cognitive routing 

protocols, such as the multi-channel optimized approach, the scalability optimized 

cognitive approach, the multi-path optimized approach, and the mobility optimized 

approach.   Analytical and simulation results demonstrate that network 

performance can be increased significantly by applying cognitive routing protocols. 
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 

Cognitive radios (CRs), based on software-defined radios (SDRs), are considered 

to be the next-generation in wireless technology. They are able to monitor the 

communications environment, learn the channel characteristics based on the history 

of the environment, and perform the dynamic spectrum allocation based on the 

predicted future communications environment. Recent research on cognitive radio 

technology shows that CRs, that is, SDRs with embedded cognitive engines, are 

highly desirable, especially for dynamic spectrum access (DSA) in next-generation 

networks. 

Many routing protocols have been proposed for mobile ad-hoc networks 

(MANETs). Most of them use an instantaneously estimated metric instead of an 

intelligently predicted metric for route selection. Therefore, they are not aware of 

history and unable to learn the trends of network changes based on past experience. 

For example, AODV, DSDV, and DSR adopt the number of hop counts as the metric 

for route selection. The nodes instantaneously estimate the hop counts for the paths 

between the source node and the destination node by flooding route request (RREQ) 

packets, so it is difficult from this learn the trends in the changes in the network and 

intelligently adjust the network topology. The nodes should intelligently perform 
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routing functions to improve the network performance by avoiding unnecessary path 

failures or maximizing the overall network capacity.  

In wired networks, the channel conditions of the links between the neighboring 

nodes are almost same because of the stability of the communications environment, 

so the value of hop counts is more suitable as the metric for route selection. For 

example, OSPF and BGP-4 are the dominant routing protocols for wired networks 

and they both adopt the number of hop counts as the metric for route selection. 

However, in wireless networks, the channel conditions experienced by the links vary 

significantly for different frequencies or different time periods because of the 

large-scale fading and small scale fading on a particular frequency at a given time and 

place. Many proposed routing protocols for wireless networks do not specifically 

consider the channel conditions or traffic load on a link. As a result, the nodes assume 

that all links have the same conditions when constructing the network topology, 

which is not reasonable for actual wireless scenarios. Therefore, it is necessary for the 

nodes to distinguish the links with different conditions to construct a proper network 

topology.  

Many wireless routing protocols focus on scenarios with only one available 

frequency and only consider the network resource allocation in the spatial dimension 

but not in the spectrum dimension. However, in recent years, the cost of a wireless 

(e.g., 802.11) interface has been decreasing, which makes it feasible for the nodes to 

be equipped with multiple interfaces. Some multi-channel routing protocols use a 

static spectrum resource allocation approach by employing a license based spectrum 
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allocation policy. Consequently, the spectrum resource is poorly allocated with 

spectrum holes. Therefore, a better approach would be for routing protocols to 

efficiently perform network resource allocation in both space and spectrum 

dimensions to exploit the multi-channel capability of the nodes. 

A promising solution is to embed cognitive functions in software-defined radio 

technology to enable the nodes to learn and interact with the communications 

environment. For example, they could dynamically change the transmission or 

reception parameters by learning from past experiences and measurements of the 

current communications environment. However, most research focuses on solutions 

that modify the PHY and MAC layers and few efforts propose cognitive routing 

protocols that employ cognitive techniques to modify the behavior of the network 

layer. Cognitive routing protocols, a novel category of routing protocols, enable the 

nodes to learn from their past experiences and construct a proper and adaptive 

network topology by employing learning machines. They are designed for cognitive 

radio networks (CRNs).  

1.2 Problem Statement 

Cognitive routing protocols, a novel category of routing protocols, enable the 

nodes that form the network to learn from past experiences and construct a proper and 

adaptive network topology by employing learning machines. They are designed for 

and provide a critical capability for cognitive radio networks (CRNs). Some of the 

new challenges in cognitive routing are listed below: 
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1. What network architecture should be used to enable the cognitive radio to best 

perform the routing functions? 

2. What parameters of the communications environment should the cognitive 

radio monitor and learn and what parameters should the cognitive radio 

predict? 

3. How should joint network resource allocation in the space and spectrum 

dimensions be performed in order to construct a proper network topology? 

4. What metric should be adopted by the nodes to intelligently and efficiently 

perform routing functions? 

5. How should the tradeoff between knowledge accuracy and routing overhead 

be optimally adjusted? 

6. How should the cognitive routing protocols be optimized based on the 

knowledge learned? 

 
Many traditional routing protocols for wireless networks are single-channel 

routing protocols, therefore considering network resource allocation only in the space 

dimension. However, there are usually multiple available frequencies in CRNs. 

Consequently, cognitive routing protocols are multi-channel routing protocols, 

performing not only next-hop node assignment along a path in the spatial dimensions 

but also frequency assignment for the links in the spectrum dimension. In wireless 

networks, the channel conditions vary significantly for different links, different 

frequencies, or different time periods because of the small-scale fading and 

large-scale fading of the channel. As a result, it is difficult for the nodes to efficiently 
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perform network resource allocation in both space and spectrum dimensions at a 

specific time period. Therefore, cognitive routing protocols must solve the 

challenging problem of how to jointly perform the network resource allocation in the 

spatial dimensions and the spectrum dimension to construct a proper network 

topology. 

Many traditional routing metrics focus on how to maximize the network 

performance and a few of them specifically consider how to maximize the network 

stability. For example, the metric of hop counts might not be suitable for dynamic 

networks because the nodes along the selected path between the source node and the 

destination node might need to be physically distant to minimize the number of hop 

counts, making the communications links prone to breaking due to signal strength 

issues. There are two main drawbacks for traditional routing metrics. One drawback 

is that the nodes could not distinguish the links with different channel conditions. As 

mentioned before, in wireless networks, the channel conditions vary significantly for 

different links, different frequencies or different time periods because of small-scale 

and large-scale fading on a particular frequency. As a result, it is difficult for the 

nodes to improve the network performance and stability without carefully considering 

the impact of channel conditions on routing. The second drawback is that the nodes 

are not aware of history and thus are unable to learn from the trends in network 

changes based on past experience because traditional routing metrics are 

instantaneously estimated metrics instead of intelligently predicted metrics. As a 

result, it is difficult for the nodes to intelligently adjust the network topology to 
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improve the network performance by avoiding unnecessary path failures or 

maximizing the overall network capacity. Therefore, cognitive routing protocols 

should solve the problem of what metric should be adopted by the nodes to 

intelligently and efficiently perform routing functions. 

Many routing protocols proposed for multi-channel wireless networks utilize 

algorithms performed at a central server for spectrum allocation. Consequently, it is 

assumed that the global information on node position and spectrum distribution is 

readily available in a centralized database which enables the nodes to efficiently 

perform routing functions. However, it is difficult for the nodes to perform the 

routing functions by gathering the global information in a distributed manner if there 

is no centralized database. Consequently, it is necessary for the cognitive routing 

protocols to ensure that the distributed information at each node is up-to-date and 

consistent amongst the nodes to construct an adaptive and stable network topology. 

To make the network topology adaptive, routing updates should be triggered 

frequently to refresh the knowledge / memory of the nodes to accommodate the 

physical topology changes. On the other hand, to make the network topology stable, 

routing updates should be triggered only when necessary to avoid frequent network 

topology changes. Therefore, cognitive routing protocols working in a distributed 

manner should solve the problem of how to optimally adjust the tradeoff between 

knowledge accuracy and routing overhead. 
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1.3 Results Summary and Contributions 

1.3.1 CogNet Architecture 

The CogNet architecture was developed based on a cross-layer optimized network 

framework and was specifically designed for cognitive radio networks. It enables 

cognitive radios to share the network information between the lower three layers 

through a common database while efficiently processing the shared information using 

the cognitive engine which is attached to the common database. The cognitive engine 

in the CogNet architecture is primarily used for routing functions at the network layer 

in this work, but also serves as an example of the utility of the overall architecture. It 

contains four estimators for different purposes and a five-step sequential procedure is 

implemented to process the shared network information. The available parameters for 

routing functions, such as routing metrics, can be intelligently adjusted according to 

the cross-layer optimized feedback from the cognitive engine. 

1.3.2 Multi-Channel Optimized Cognitive Routing Protocol 

The spectrum aware routing protocol (SARP) is an on-demand cognitive routing 

protocol for cognitive ad-hoc networks. Focusing on the spectrum dimension, SARP 

is able to intelligently select the best frequency among all available frequencies for 

the links between the neighboring nodes based on the metric of the delay of RREQ 

packets by the multi-frequency selection function (MFSF) that performs offline 

learning to maximize channel diversity. In the space dimension, SARP is able to 
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intelligently select the best path among all available paths between the source node 

and the destination node according to the metric of the throughput increment of a path 

by the multi-path selection function (MPSF) that performs offline learning using a 

neural network machine learning method. Simulation results show that the routing 

performance of SARP is better than MCRP and AODV in terms of network size, 

network dynamics and network spectrum utilization. 

1.3.3 Scalability Optimized Cognitive Routing Protocol 

The scalable cognitive routing protocol (SCRP) is an on-demand cognitive 

routing protocol that employs an intelligent flooding protocol, a novel approach for 

scalable flooding. A neural network machine learning method is adopted to make 

nodes aware of history. The intelligent flooding protocol saves routing overhead 

because nodes selectively flood RREQ packets along predicted strong links and over 

predicted good frequencies. The intelligent flooding protocol can be divided into two 

parts, the scalable space flooding protocol and the scalable spectrum flooding 

protocol. Analysis and simulation results show that SCRP scales well by network size, 

network dynamics and network spectrum. 

1.3.4 Multi-Path Optimized Cognitive Routing Protocol 

The cognitive multipath multi-channel routing protocol (CMMRP) is designed for 

a multi-channel environment where nodes can simultaneously use multiple interfaces 

to transmit packets over different frequencies. It employs cognitive functions to make 
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nodes intelligently select multiple node-disjoint, edge-disjoint, and frequency-disjoint 

paths. Neural network machine learning is adopted to make nodes aware of history. 

CMMRP employs a modified path discovery protocol which can be divided into two 

parts, a space discovery method and a spectrum discovery method. Simulation results 

show that CMMRP significantly improves network reliability and performance. 

1.3.5 Mobility-Aware Routing Protocol for Mobile Cognitive 

Networks 

Traditional routing protocols trigger routing updates after the nodes detect a route 

failure. Even if the link conditions are getting worse, which means the link is likely to 

break in the future, the nodes will still transmit the packets along the current path. 

The mobility aware routing protocol (MARP) uses cognitive techniques to predict 

when the link is likely to break so that it can inform the previous hop to trigger the 

routing updates before the link breaks. In this way, the nodes are aware of the 

physical topology changes. Based on simulation results, MARP can increase overall 

performance of the network significantly. 

1.4 Document Outline 

The rest of this dissertation is laid out as follows. Chapter 2 offers detailed insight 

into the CogNet architecture, including modeling and analysis, which serves as the 

basis of all of the subsequently developed routing protocols. Chapter 3 provides a 

detailed description of the approach, mathematical analysis, and simulation results for 
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the multi-channel optimized routing protocol. Chapter 4 describes the approach, 

mathematical analysis, and simulation results for the scalability optimized routing 

protocol. Chapter 5 provides details of the protocol operation as well as simulation 

results for the multipath optimized routing protocol. Chapter 6 describes the mobility 

aware routing protocol and simulation results for this approach.  Chapter 7 provides 

conclusions and suggestions for future work. 
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Chapter 2 
 

CogNet Architecture 
 
2.1 Introduction 

Cognitive radios (CR) developed based on software defined radios (SDR) are 

considered to be the next-generation radios. They are able to monitor the 

communication environment, learn the channel characteristics based on the 

environment history and perform the dynamic spectrum allocation based on the 

predicted future communication environment. Recent research [1-3] on cognitive 

radio technology shows that CRs with embedded cognitive engines are highly 

desirable, especially for dynamic spectrum access (DSA) [14] in the next-generation 

networks. However, most research [15,16] on CRs only focuses on the lower two 

layers of the OSI seven-layer protocol model, resulting in that only hardware part of 

CRs is considered. In other words, it is assumed that the OSI seven-layer protocol 

model is employed by the cognitive radio networks (CRN) with the higher layers left 

intact. However, with the traditional protocol models, CRs could not fully utilize the 

monitored information to efficiently perform the cognitive functions in each layer 

because it is lack of a mechanism to enable the cross-layer optimized feedback. 

Therefore, we argue that cross-layer optimized network architecture is necessary for 

CRNs to improve the network flexibility and performance.  
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The problem we address in this section is the design concepts and analysis of 

CogNet architecture which is how to share the network information learned from one 

layer with the other layers while enabling the cognitive engine to efficiently process 

the shared information. A multitude of cross-layer optimized network architectures 

[4-6] have been proposed by enabling the sharing of network information between 

layers. However, they do not meet the requirements or needs of CRNs where not only 

the sharing of network information between layers but also the processing and 

cognition of shared information should be considered. Therefore, cross-layer 

optimized network architectures without the cognitive engine cannot perform the 

cognitive functions to make CRN intelligent or cognitive. Our main contribution is 

CogNet architecture which is developed based on the cross-layer optimized network 

architecture. The proposed CogNet architecture is specially designed for CRNs by 

enabling CRs to share the network information between the lower three layers 

through a common database while efficiently processing the shared information using 

the cognitive engine which is attached onto the common database. 

Our research experience shows that well-designed cognitive network architecture 

is definitely necessary for cognitive routing protocols and higher layer protocols. 

Cognitive engine in the proposed CogNet architecture is primarily used for routing 

function in network layer and is served as an example of use of CogNet architecture. 

However, the future work of cognitive engine should include but not limit to network 

layer, offering full cognition to all layers. 
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2.2 Related Work 

In this section, we discuss related work of CogNet architecture, such as 

cross-layer optimized network architectures. 

In [7-9], the authors showed that information exchange between layers can 

improve the network performance for wired networks. Cross-layer optimized 

feedback enables the information sharing and cooperation between layers, thus best 

utilizing the available network information. Although violating the traditional TCP/IP 

protocol model might incur additional overhead, cross-layer optimized network 

architecture is highly desirable because of the improved network flexibility and 

network performance. The available parameters of the functions in each layer can be 

properly adjusted to a desired value to maximize the network performance according 

to the feedback from the other layers. In [10], the authors illustrated the function and 

identified the adjustable parameters in each layer for cross-layer optimized network 

architecture and they are briefly listed as follows.  

• Physical layer: 

Function: Transmit raw bit with minimum bit error rate. 

Parameters: Transmit power and coding/modulation. 

• MAC layer: 

Function: Improve link reliability. 

Parameters: Error control code and frame length. 

• Network layer: 

Function: Routing and addressing. 
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Parameters: Available routes and interfaces. 

In [16], the authors categorized the cross-layer optimized network architecture 

according to the ways how traditional layered architecture is violated and they are 

listed as follows. 

• Creation of new interfaces. 

• Merging of adjacent layers. 

• Design coupling without new interfaces. 

• Vertical calibration across layers. 

The authors also categorized the ways how cross-layer optimized network 

architecture is implemented and they are list as follows. 

• Direct communication between layers [12]. 

• A shared database across the layers [6]. 

• Completely new abstractions [13]. 

From the related work, we find that cross-layer optimized network architecture is 

highly desirable by enabling the information sharing between layers. The proposed 

CogNet architecture is developed based on it. 
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Figure 2.1 CogNet Architecture 
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2.3 Models 

In this section, we discuss the details of our proposed CogNet architcture.  

Figure 2.1 shows the proposed CogNet architecture and the details of it are 

explained as follows. Compared to the traditional TCP/IP protocol model, CogNet 

architecture is modified without any new layer inserted in between. Consequently, 

frame structures of the transmitted packets and designed functions in each layer are 

not completely changed. However, an internal database is attached onto the lower 

three layers, enabling CRs to perform cross-layer optimized functions with the shared 

network information. On the other hand, compared to the cross-layer optimized 

network architecture, it is modified by attaching a learning machine which is served 

as a cognitive engine onto the internal database. The learning machine performs the 

cognitive functions by processing the shared network information stored in the 

internal database.  

One of the advantages of CogNet architecture is that it eliminates the restrictions 

of a dedicated centralized database in CRNs by equipping every CR with a separate 

internal database, which enables the learning machine to perform the cross-layer 

optimized cognitive functions in a distributed manner. Note that the queuing 

information is also collected by the internal database to estimate the load level.  
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Figure 2.2 The Details of the Internal Database and Learning Machine 
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Figure 2.2 shows the details of the internal database and learning machine in 

CogNet architecture with the arrows indicating the directions of data flows. The 

internal database stores the network information such as the mean and variance of the 

received signal strength collected from PHY layer and current incoming data rate 

collected from MAC layer. The stored network information in each CR should be 

up-to-date and consistent with each other. The learning machine has four estimators, 

the estimator for the frequency type, the estimator for the probabilities for each data 

transmission rate and packet loss rate, the estimator for the future incoming data rate 

and the estimator for the throughput increment. The five-step sequential procedures of 

the estimators in the learning machine are explained as follows.  

• Step #1: CRs estimate the type of transmission frequency based on the mean 

and variance of the received signal strength along with the corresponding 

transmission distance collected from GPS receiver. 

• Step #2: CRs estimate the probabilities for each data transmission rate and 

packet loss rate based on the type of transmission frequency predicted from 

the former estimator and the transmission distance collected from GPS 

receiver.  

• Step #3: CRs estimate the future incoming data rate based on the current 

incoming data rate, the predefined packet rate of the data application and the 

packet loss rate for the links along the path. 

• Step #4: CRs estimate the throughput increment of a link between the 

neighboring CRs based on the current incoming data rates, the probabilities 
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for each data transmission rate and packet loss rate of a link and the future 

incoming data rate predicted from the former estimators.  

• Step #5: CRs estimate the throughput increment of the path between the 

source CR and the destination CR based on the throughput increment of the 

links predicted from the former estimators.  

Note that the throughput increment of the path between the source CR and the 

destination CR is used as the routing metric which is one of the adjustable parameters 

in network layer. The cognitive engine in the proposed CogNet architecture 

intelligently adjusts the routing metric in network layer according to the cross-layer 

optimized feedback from the lower layers. 

2.4 Analysis and Implementations 

In this section, we provide the detailed analysis and implementations for each 

estimator. 

2.4.1 Estimator #1: Frequency Type 

The available frequencies in the communication environment can be categorized 

according to the channel characteristics. We assume that there are five types of 

frequencies with different shadowing means which are 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 and same 

Ricean K factor as 16. In wireless networks, the received signal strength by CRs is 

heavily affected by the communication environment, therefore varying significantly 

for different frequencies or different time periods because of the large-scale fading 
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and small-scale fading of a frequency. As a result, it is difficult for CRs to predict the 

type of transmission frequency based on the instantaneous received signal strength.  

 
Figure 2.3 shows the mean and standard deviation of the received signal strength 

as a function of distance for frequencies with different channel characteristics in the 

simulated scenario where an active application stream established between two CRs 

transmitting 40,000 packets. Intuitively, we expect that the mean of received signal 

strength from CRs should be smaller when the shadowing mean of a frequency is 

larger. However, based on the simulation results, we find that the frequency with 

larger shadowing mean has larger mean and standard deviation of the received signal 

strength, which is against what we expect. The reason is that simulation results show 

characteristics of detectable signals only instead of all signals including undetectable 

signals. However, simulation results definitely prove that the type of transmission 

frequency is predictable if CRs monitor and learn the channel characteristics for a 

long enough time period.  

The estimator for the frequency type is implemented by the neural network 

machine learning method which performs the off-line learning method and the details 

of its implementation are explained as follows. The estimator contains 17 neural 

networks and each neural network is responsible for processing the channel 

characteristics for every 20-meter transmission distance, which guarantees the data 

accuracy while covering the transmission distance from 0m to 340m, almost covering 

the entire transmission range in the simulated scenarios.  
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              (a) Mean.       (b) Variance. 

Figure 2.3 The mean and standard deviation of the received signal strength as a 
function of distance for frequencies with different channel characteristics in the 

simulated scenario 
 
 

 

Figure 2.4 A neural network with multi-layer perceptrons 
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Figure 2.4 shows one of the neural networks in the estimator for the frequency 

type which has multilayer perceptrons. Each neural network in the estimator has three 

input nodes, six hidden nodes and one output node. The inputs for the neural network 

are the mean and the standard deviation of the received signal strength along with the 

corresponding transmission distance. The output for the neural network is the 

frequency type. The final decision of the type of the transmission frequency is based 

on the outputs from the 17 neural networks by selecting the frequency type with the 

greatest number of votes.  

We denote hjw as the weights in the first layer, 0hw as the bias weight and jx as 

the inputs for each input node. The outcome of each hidden node is the weighted sum 

of each input node and given by 

3

0
1

1
( )

1 exp[ ( )]

T
h h

hj j h
j

Z sigmoid w x
w x w

=

= =
+ − +∑

           (2.1)  

, h=1,2,...,6  

We denote ihV as the weights in the second layer and 0iV as the bias weight. The 

outcome of the output node is the weighted sum of each hidden node and given by: 

                         
6

0
1

T
i i ih h i

h

y v z v z v
=

= = +∑                    (2.2) 

We employ the backpropagation algorithm to train the neural network. We denote 

r as the expected result and η as the learning factor. We calculate the gradient for the 

weights in the first layer: 
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Based on (2.3), we find that the neural network machine learning method with 

sigmoid functions is a non-linear machine learning approach. This feature is 

necessary because of the non-linear relationship between the mean and standard 

deviation of the received signal strength with the corresponding distance. The 

mathematical analysis proves that the type of transmission frequency is predictable by 

neural networks using sigmoid functions. 

We define the confidence rate as the number of received packets from the neural 

networks with correct prediction over the total number of received packets of CRs. 

We define the successful rate as the number of times when the estimator makes the 

correct prediction over the total number of times simulated, 50. Figure 2.5 shows the 

successful rate and confidence rate of the learning machine as a function of the 

number of received packets in the simulated scenario and they increase as the number 

of received packets increases. By off-line training the learning machine with several 

thousand of packets, CRs are able to make the prediction with enough confidence and 

successful rate. Therefore, simulation results prove that the type of transmission 

frequency are predictable based on past experience by using neural network machine 

learning method. However, it is difficult to guarantee the estimator to make the 

correct prediction because of the significant variance of the received signal strength in 
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wireless networks. 

2.4.2 Estimator #2: Probabilities for each data transmission 

rate and packet loss rate  

We assume that auto rate fallback is enabled at all CRs. As a result, the data 

transmission rate varies because of the large-scale fading and small-scale fading of a 

frequency, which makes it difficult for CRs to predict the data transmission rate for 

each packet. Figure 2.7 shows the probabilities for each data transmission rate and 

packet loss rate as a function of transmission distance in the simulated scenario where 

an active application stream established between two CRs transmitting 40,000 

packets. Based on the simulation results, we find that the probabilities for packet loss 

rate and low data transmission rates increase as the transmission distance increases or 

as the shadowing mean of a frequency increases, which is what we expect. The 

simulation results prove that the variation of data transmission rate falls into a 

predictable pattern, which makes it possible for CRs to perform the off-line learning 

on the probabilities for each data transmission rate and packet loss rate.  

The estimator for the probabilities for each data transmission rate and packet loss 

rate is implemented by the table look-up method which performs the off-line learning 

method and the details of its implementations are explained as follows. Each CR 

constructs a look-up table with the off-line learned information regarding the 

probabilities for each data transmission rate and packet loss rate along with the 

corresponding transmission distance for each type of frequency. According to the 
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sequential procedures of the estimators in the learning machine mentioned before, 

CRs make the prediction for the probabilities for each data transmission rate and 

packet loss rate based on the transmission distance collected by GPS receiver after 

predicting the type of the transmission frequency.  

2.4.3 Estimator #3: Future Incoming Data Rate 

For ease of implementation, it is assume that the packet rates of all data 

applications are exponentially distributed with a predefined mean. According to the 

sequential procedures of the estimators in the learning machine mentioned before, 

CRs predict the future incoming data rate based on the current incoming data rate, the 

predefined packet rate and the packet loss rate for the links along the path. The future 

incoming data rate is given by 

             Pr (1 _ )Future Current edefined Link
Path

Rate Rate Rate Packet Loss= + ⋅ −∏    (2.4) 
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        (a) Successful Rate.      (b) Confidence Rate. 

Figure 2.5 The successful rate and confidence rate of the learning machine as a 
function of the number of received packets in the simulated scenario 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 The throughput as a function of traffic load for each data transmission rate 
in the simulated scenario 
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(a) 1Mbps.       (b) 2Mbps. 

 

(c) 5.5Mbps.      (d) 11Mbps. 

 

(e) Loss. 

 
Figure 2.7 The probabilities for each data transmission rate and packet loss rate as a 

function of transmission distance in the simulated scenario. 
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2.4.4 Estimator #4: Throughput Increment 

Figure 2.6 shows the throughput as a function of traffic load for each data 

transmission rate in the simulated scenario where an active application stream 

established between two CRs transmitting 40,000 packets. Based on the simulation 

results, we find that different data transmission rates have different slopes of 

throughput increment and different saturation points for traffic load, which is what we 

expect. The simulation results prove that CRs are able to perform the off-line learning 

on the throughput increment of a link based on the current traffic load, future traffic 

load and the probability for each data transmission rate. 

The estimator for the throughput increment of a link is implemented by the table 

look-up method which performs the off-line learning method and the details of its 

implementations are explained as follows. Each CR constructs a look-up table with 

the off-line learned information regarding the throughput along with the 

corresponding traffic load for each data transmission rate. CRs are able to predict the 

throughput increment of a link for each data transmission rate based on the current 

traffic load and future traffic load predicted from the former estimator. According to 

the sequential procedures of the estimators in the learning machine mentioned before, 

CRs predict the throughput increment of a link based on the throughput increment 

and probability for each data transmission rate of a link. The throughput increment of 

a link is given by 

             _ _Link Rate Rate
Rates

Throughput Inc Throughput Inc P= ⋅∑       (2.5) 
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where _ RateThroughput Inc  and RateP are the throughput increment and the probability 

for each data transmission rate respectively. 

CRs estimate the throughput increment of the path between the source CR and the 

destination CR based on the throughput increment of the links along the path. 

Suppose s is a source CR in the network and D is a set of destination CRs that are 

reachable from s. Let T(s, D) = (V, E) denotes the routing tree from s to CRs in D 

with CR set V and link set E. Every CR k�V has a parent f(k) �V and a set of 

children c(k) = {j�V : f(j=k)}, except that the source CR (root of the tree) has no 

parent and the destination CRs (leaves of the tree) have no children. We use ke to 

denote link (f(k), k) and use P(i,j) to denote the sequence of links that connect j to i on 

the routing tree. . We define a set of link state variables eZ for all inks e�E on the 

routing tree T(s, D), which are used as the routing metrics for path selection or 

frequency selection after processing. The outcome variable kI is the cumulative state 

variable experienced by the probe from s to CR k. We have 

                      ( ) ( , )
( , )k f k ek ee P s k

I Min I Z Min Z
∈

= =                   (2.6) 

Based on (2.6), we find that the throughput increment of a path is determined by 

the minimum throughput increment of the links along the path. In communication 

networks, the bottleneck link along a path actually determines the network 

performance, which is the motivation of the proposed metric calculation algorithm. 

Therefore, the cognitive engine in the proposed CogNet architecture intelligently 
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adjusts the routing metric, the throughput increment of a path, in network layer 

according to the cross-layer optimized feedback from the lower layers. 

2.5 Conclusions 

We have investigated the problem of how to share the network information 

learned from one layer with the other layers while enabling the cognitive engine to 

efficiently process the shared information. We have proposed CogNet architecture 

developed based on cross-layer optimized network architecture and provide the 

detailed modeling and analysis on it. 

CogNet architecture enables CRs to share the network information between the 

lower three layers through a common database while efficiently processing the shared 

information using the cognitive engine which is attached onto the common database. 

Cognitive engine in the proposed CogNet architecture is primarily used for routing 

function in network layer and is served as an example of use of CogNet architecture. 

It contains four estimators for different purposes and a five-step sequential procedure 

is implemented to process the shared network information. The available parameters 

for routing functions, such as routing metrics, can be intelligently adjusted according 

to the cross-layer optimized feedback from cognitive engine. 

The future work of cognitive engine in CogNet architecture should include but not 

limit to network layer, offering full cognition to all layers. 
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Chapter 3 
 

Multi-Channel Optimized Cognitive 
Routing Protocol 
 
3.1 Introduction 

Currently, many routing protocols are proposed for mobile ad-hoc networks 

(MANET). Most of them adopt instantaneously estimated metric instead of 

intelligently predicted metric for route selection. Therefore, they are not aware of 

history and unable to learn the trend of network changes based on past experience. 

For example, AODV, DSDV and DSR adopt the value of hop counts as the metric for 

route selection. The nodes instantaneously estimate the value of hop counts for the 

paths between the source node and the destination node by flooding the RREQ 

packets, so it is difficult from them to learn the trend of network changes and 

intelligently adjust the network topology. The nodes should intelligently perform 

routing functions to improve the network performance by avoiding unnecessary path 

failures or maximizing the overall network capacity.  

In wired networks, the channel conditions of the links between the neighboring 

nodes are almost same because of the stability of the communication environment, so 

the value of hop counts is suitable to be the metric for route selection. For example, 
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OSPF and BGP-4 are the dominant routing protocols for wired network and they both 

adopt the value of hop counts as the metric for route selection. However, in wireless 

networks, channel conditions of the links vary significantly for different frequencies 

or different time periods because of the large-scale fading and small scale fading of a 

frequency. Many proposed routing protocols for wireless networks do not specially 

consider the channel conditions or traffic load of a frequency. As a result, the nodes 

assume that all links have the same conditions when constructing the network 

topology, which is not reasonable for actual wireless scenarios. Therefore, it is 

necessary for the nodes to distinguish the links with different conditions to construct a 

proper network topology.  

Many wireless routing protocols focus on the scenarios with only one available 

frequency and only consider the network resource allocation in space dimension but 

not in spectrum dimension. However, in recent years, the cost of an 802.11 interface 

has been decreasing, which makes it feasible for the nodes to equip multiple 

interfaces. Some multi-channel routing protocols propose the static spectrum resource 

allocation approach by employing the license based spectrum allocation policy. 

Consequently, the spectrum resource is poorly allocated with spectrum holes. 

Therefore, the routing protocols should efficiently perform the network resource 

allocation in both space dimension and spectrum dimension to enable the 

multi-channel capability of the nodes. 

In this section, we propose a novel spectrum-aware routing protocol (SARP) 

focusing on the scenarios of infrastructure-less multi-hop multi-channel CRNs.  
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Each node has the cognitive radio capability to individually detect spectrum 

opportunity (SOP), a set of frequency bands currently unoccupied and available for 

use. For ease of implementation and evaluation, we assume that all frequencies in the 

simulated scenarios are unoccupied and available for use because it does not affect 

the performance and effectiveness of the proposed routing protocol. The network 

information such as SOP from the lower layers of the cognitive radio should be 

shared with network layer to enable the nodes to perform cognitive routing functions, 

therefore requiring the cross-layer optimized architecture. The problem we address in 

this section is how to enable the nodes in CRNs to intelligently and efficiently 

perform routing functions and jointly perform network resource allocation in space 

dimension and spectrum dimension after SOP is detected.  

The main contributions of this section include: 

• A joint on-demand routing algorithm including two parts, multi-frequency 

selection function (MFSF) working in spectrum dimension and multi-path 

selection function (MPSF) working in space dimension. 

• A cognitive cross-layer optimized routing architecture which enables the 

internal interaction between the network layer and the lower layers of a 

cognitive radio and the external interaction between the cognitive radios and 

the communication environment. 

3.2 Related Work 

In this section, we discuss the related work of SARP and some existing 
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approaches to jointly allocate network resources in space dimension and spectrum 

dimension. 

3.2.1 Multi-Hop Routing Protocol 

In mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs), the nodes are randomly distributed in the 

scenarios, resulting in multiple available paths between the source node and the 

destination node. A multitude of multi-hop routing protocols have been proposed for 

MANETs. The main idea of them is that the best path between the source node and 

the destination node should be selected according to the routing metric or algorithm. 

Many traditional routing protocols adopt the value of hop counts as the metric for 

route selection and employ the shortest path algorithm. However, in [17], the authors 

point out that the metric of hop counts is not suitable for dynamic networks because it 

makes the network topology unreliable. In [18], the authors propose a routing 

protocol which adopts the link quality as the metric for route selection to improve 

network reliability. The metric of link quality is suitable for dynamic networks 

because it saves the routing overhead by reducing the complexity of route 

maintenance. In [19,20], the authors propose the routing protocols for MANETs 

which fall into the category of field-based routing protocols. The main idea of them is 

that every node in the network is assigned some degree of gradient according to the 

neighboring nodes and data packets are forwarded towards the nodes with the steepest 

gradient. Field-based routing protocols are suitable for dynamic networks because 

little overhead is incurred by the broken paths with local link repair. In [21], the 
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authors propose a dynamic addressing routing protocol which makes the node 

addresses hierarchically allocated according to the physical topology. Consequently, 

routing loops are resolved easily and routing table storage is saved dramatically 

because of the hierarchical topology. However, the node addresses should be 

dynamically updated when the physical topology changes, which incurs considerable 

overhead. In [22-24], the authors propose the location-based routing protocols for 

MANETs which make the nodes equip GPS devices to obtain location information. 

The nodes perform directional flooding and data forwarding according to node 

positions. However, the mapping between the node addresses and the node positions 

usually incurs considerable overhead. 

3.2.2 Multi-Channel Routing Protocol 

In cognitive radio networks (CRNs), there are usually multiple frequencies 

available in the communication environment, therefore enabling the nodes to 

communicate over different frequencies to avoid the interference from the 

neighboring nodes. A multitude of multi-channel routing protocols have been 

proposed for MANETs. The main idea of them is that the best frequency should be 

selected for the links between the neighboring nodes according to the routing metric 

or algorithm. 

Many papers provide the solutions which modify MAC or PHY layer instead of 

network layer. Consequently, the routing protocol is not aware of the multi-channel 

capability of the nodes, resulting in an improper network topology. Spectrum 
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allocation by the multi-channel routing protocols is an emerging topic. In [25-28], the 

authors proposed the algorithms for spectrum allocation using the graph-coloring 

technique. However, the proposed algorithms are NP-hard problems and are not 

suitable for the networks working in a distributed manner because of the computation 

complexity. In [29], the authors proposed a frequency assignment and routing 

algorithm for multi-channel wireless networks by considering the traffic load and 

channel conditions of a frequency. However, the proposed algorithm is not suitable 

for CRNs because of the required central server. In [30], the authors proposed a 

multi-channel multi-interface routing protocol which is able to utilize all available 

frequencies even when the number of interfaces is smaller than the number of 

available frequencies. They introduced the concepts of fixed interface and switchable 

interface. The proposed routing protocol considers the channel diversity and channel 

switching delay but not the traffic load and channel conditions of a frequency. 

3.2.3 Cognitive Routing Protocol 

In recent years, several cognitive routing protocols have been proposed (e.g. 

[36-39]). The main idea of them is that a proper and adaptive network topology 

should be constructed by the nodes using the cognitive functions which make the 

prediction based on past experience. The nodes in CRNs employ machine learning 

techniques to learn past experience and make wise decisions by predicting future 

network conditions. The cognitive protocol architecture should be a cross-layer 

optimized architecture where the lower layer knowledge of wireless medium is shared 
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with network layer. Currently, path selection and frequency selection are common 

topics for cognitive routing protocols. 

In [31], the authors propose a capacity-based routing protocol for CRNs which 

adopts a novel metric for route selection by measuring and predicting the traffic 

pattern. In [32], the authors propose a routing protocol which adopts a novel metric 

predicted based on spectrum usage history to reflect the overall state. In [33], the 

authors propose a routing metric which reflects the conditions of spectrum resources 

such as channel availability and potential traffic delay. In [34], the authors proposed a 

spectrum aware mesh routing protocol (SAMER) which balances between long-term 

route stability and short-term opportunistic performance. It employs a novel metric 

for route selection to opportunistically route traffic over the paths with higher 

spectrum availability and quality. In [35], the authors proposed a high throughput 

spectrum aware routing protocol (SPEAR) which is a robust and efficient distributed 

channel assignment and routing protocol for dynamic spectrum networks based on 

two principles: integrated spectrum and route discovery for robust multi-hop path 

formation and distributed path reservations to minimize inter- and intra-flow 

interference. 

3.3 Approach 

In this section, we discuss the details of our proposed routing protocol. 
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3.3.1 Overview of SARP 

The spectrum aware routing protocol (SARP) has two cognitive functions, 

intelligent multi-path selection function (MPSF) working in space dimension and 

intelligent multi-frequency selection function (MFSF) working in spectrum 

dimension. The nodes are aware of history and able to learn the trend of network 

changes based on past experience by the neural network machine learning method. 

They perform the routing functions in a distributed manner without a centralized 

database and the distributed information at each node should be up-to-date and 

consistent with each other.  They intelligently and efficiently perform the routing 

functions and trigger the routing updates reactively when necessary. Therefore, SARP 

falls into two categories of routing protocols, on-demand routing and cognitive 

routing.  

SARP is designed for the multi-channel scenarios where the nodes can 

simultaneously use multiple interfaces to transmit packets over different frequencies. 

Consequently, it should perform not only next-hop node assignment along a path in 

space dimension but also frequency assignment for the links between the neighboring 

nodes in spectrum dimension. SARP employs two novel intelligently predicted 

metrics for route selection and frequency selection respectively. In spectrum 

dimension, it is able to intelligently select the best frequency among all available 

frequencies for the links between the neighboring nodes according to the metric of the 

delay of RREQ packets by MFSF which performs the off-line learning to maximize 

channel diversity. In space dimension, it is able to intelligently select the best path 
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among all available paths between the source node and the destination node according 

to the metric of the throughput increment of a path by MPSF which performs the 

off-line learning using the neural network machine learning method. SARP enables 

the nodes to select the best path between the source node and the destination node 

after selecting the best frequency for the links between the neighboring nodes, 

therefore performing MFSF and MPSF sequentially. 

3.3.2 Intelligent Multi-Frequency Selection Function 

As the name implies, the intelligent multi-frequency selection function (MFSF) is 

employed by SARP to enable the nodes to intelligently select the best frequency 

among all available frequencies for the links between the neighboring nodes  

according to a novel metric, the delay of route request (RREQ) packets.  

We make some assumptions which are listed below. Each node in CRNs keeps track 

the list of available frequencies and equips three half-duplex interfaces which listen 

on different frequencies. Each interface is frequency-agile to quickly perform channel 

switching and has a separate queue to buffer the data packets and route control 

packets. The operating parameters for data transmission such as transmission power, 

modulation schemes and channel switching are properly processed by the MAC and 

PHY layer of the cognitive radio.   

Many traditional multi-channel routing protocols enable the nodes to flood route 

control packets such as RREQ packets over a common control channel which might 

be the bottleneck of network performance for the scenarios with a large number of 
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nodes. However, SARP solves this problem by MFSF which is performed at all nodes 

in a distributed manner, therefore eliminating the restriction of the common control 

channel and centralized database in CRNs. Note that the nodes should monitor as 

many frequencies as possible. The details of MFSF are explained as follows. Initially, 

the source node floods the RREQ packet to find the destination node by duplicating it 

and flooding a copy of it over each available frequency. After receiving a RREQ 

packet, the intermediate node records the frequency over which it is received if it is 

an unseen RREQ packet according the flooding ID and sequence number. Otherwise, 

the RREQ packet is discarded without any processing. The intermediate node relays 

the RREQ packet by repeating the above procedures, duplicating it and flooding a 

copy of it over each available frequency. The recorded frequency at each intermediate 

node is the selected frequency by MFSF for the link to the neighboring node. It is 

possible for a node to select different frequencies for the links to different 

neighboring nodes or relay a data packet by one or two interfaces over different 

frequencies. Actually, it is common that a relay node selects two frequencies for data 

transmission and data reception respectively to avoid internal interference.  

 
     SwitchopagationonTransmissiQueuePacket DelayDelayDelayDelayDelay +++= Pr  (3.1) 

                     
∑=
Queue

PacketsQueue DelayDelay
                   (3.2) 

                  ChannelPacketonTransmissi CapacitySizeDelay /=         (3.3) 

                      Lightop SpeedceDisDelay /tanPr =
            (3.4) 
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MFSF adopts the delay of RREQ packets as the metric for frequency selection 

and the detail analysis is illustrated as follows. (3.1)-(3.4) show the calculation of the 

packet delay. The packet delay is the sum of the queuing delay, packet transmission 

delay, packet propagation delay and channel switching delay between interfaces. The 

packet queuing delay of a packet is the sum of the transmission delay of all packets 

waiting in the queue before it. The packet transmission delay is given by the packet 

size over the channel capacity. The packet propagation delay is given by the 

transmission distance over the speed of light. We find that the calculation of packet 

delay is recursive because of the relationship between the packet delay and the packet 

queuing delay. Therefore, MFSF makes the nodes perform routing functions based on 

the average link quality instead of the instantaneous link quality by considering the 

transmission delay of all packets in the queue, which makes the constructed network 

topology stable. In wireless networks, the packet propagation delay is usually 

negligible because of the short transmission distance. Consequently, the packet delay 

is dominated by the packet queuing delay and packet transmission delay which reflect 

the traffic load and channel conditions of a frequency. The above analysis proves that 

the packet delay reflects the traffic load and channel conditions of a frequency. With 

MFSF, the delay of RREQ packets is used by the nodes to estimate the packet delay 

of a frequency. Therefore, the nodes are able to intelligently select the best frequency 

among all available frequencies for the links between the neighboring nodes 

according to the metric of the delay of RREQ packets to improve the network 

performance  
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Some other advantages of MFSF are listed as follows. 

1) It is common that the number of interfaces equipped by a node is less than 

the number of available frequencies for the scenarios in CRNs, resulting in 

that an interface has to be switched alternately onto multiple frequencies 

for different data flows. The channel switching delay has little effect on 

the network performance if the traffic load of an interface is low because it 

has enough time to perform channel switching. However, it might have 

serious effect on the network performance if the traffic load of an interface 

is high because it has to perform channel switching frequently and delays 

the packet transmission. With MFSF, the nodes are able to intelligently 

select the best frequency for the links between the neighboring nodes 

according to the metric of the delay of RREQ packets which includes the 

channel switching delay. Therefore, MFSF carefully considers the impact 

of channel switching delay on routing by balancing the traffic load among 

the available interfaces of a node. 

2) Channel diversity within an area heavily impacts the network performance 

in CRNs because there are usually multiple available frequencies. 

Consequently, the nodes should avoid the interference from the 

neighboring nodes by balancing the traffic load among the available 

frequencies to maximize the channel diversity. MFSF is a promising 

approach to efficiently solve this problem in a distributed manner.  
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Figure 3.1 An example of the constructed network topology by SARP 
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Figure 3.1 shows an example of the constructed network topology by MFSF. Blue 

nodes are indicated as the source node and the destination node. Blue lines are 

indicated as the selected frequencies for the links between the neighboring nodes by 

MFSF for data transmission and black lines are indicated as the links for the flooding 

of RREQ packets. In the spectrum view, the nodes are able to properly allocate the 

spectrum to improve channel diversity. 

3.3.3 Intelligent Multi-Path Selection Function 

As the name implies, the intelligent multi-path selection function (MPSF) is 

employed by SARP to enable the nodes to intelligently select the best path among all 

available paths between the source node and the destination node according to a novel 

metric, the throughput increment of a path.  

We define the throughput increment of a path as the predicted throughput after a 

new application joins minus the current throughput as (3.5) shows, therefore 

determining the future overall network performance. As expected, the path with the 

largest throughput increment should be selected for data transmission to improve the 

network performance. MPSF performs the off-line learning by neural network 

machine learning method, enabling the nodes to be aware of history and learn the 

trend of network changes. 

 

                increment Future CurrentThroughput Throughput Throughput= −   (3.5)  
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We make some assumptions which are listed below. There are five types of 

frequencies which have different shadowing means which are 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 and 

the same Ricean K factor as 16. The large-scale fading and small-scale fading of the 

frequencies are affected by the communication environment and node mobility. IEEE 

802.11 is adopted as MAC protocol which has four possible data transmission rates 

which are 1Mbps, 2Mbps, 5.5Mbps and 11Mbps. Auto rate fallback is enabled at all 

nodes and the packet rates of all data applications are exponentially distributed with 

the same mean of 2ms. 
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Figure 3.2 The protocol architecture for SARP 
 

 

 
Figure 3.3 The details of the internal database and the learning machine 
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The nodes select the best path between the source node and the destination node 

after selecting the best frequency for the links, therefore performing MFSF and MPSF 

sequentially. The details of MPSF are explained as follows. Initially, the source node 

floods a RREQ packet with the recorded throughput increment of a path as null over 

all paths to find the destination node. After receiving the RREQ packet, the 

intermediate node checks if the recorded throughput increment in it is higher than the 

one recorded in the routing table entry for the source node if available. If the checking 

condition is true or the RREQ packet is unseen according the flooding ID and 

sequence number, it calculates the throughput increment of the extended path 

including the receiving link by selecting the minimum of the predicted throughput 

increment of the receiving link and the one recorded in RREQ packet. The RREQ 

packet will be discarded without any processing if the checking condition is false and 

the RREQ packet is seen before. The intermediate node relays the RREQ packet by 

recording the predicted throughput increment of the extended path in it. The 

following nodes to the destination node should repeat the above procedures to 

calculate the throughput increment of the paths between the source node and the 

destination node. Finally, the destination node selects the path with the highest 

throughput increment and sends an RREP packet back to notify the nodes along the 

path. 

Figure 3.2 shows the protocol architecture for SARP and the details of it are 

explained as follows. Compared to the TCP/IP protocol architecture, it is slightly 

modified without any new layer inserted in between. However, an internal database 
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and a learning machine are attached onto the lower three layers. The modified 

protocol architecture for SARP enables the nodes to perform cross-layer optimized 

routing functions because the internal database can be easily accessed by the lower 

three layers of the cognitive radio to share the network information and the learning 

machine performs the cognitive functions by processing the network information 

stored in the internal database. MPSF eliminates the restriction of the centralized 

database in CRNs because every node equips the separate internal database and the 

learning machine to perform cross-layer optimized cognitive functions in a distributed 

manner. Note that the information on the queues should be collected for MFSF.  

Figure 3.3 shows the details of the internal database and learning machine with 

the arrows indicating the direction of data flows. The internal database stores the 

network information such as the mean and variance of the received signal strength 

collected from PHY layer and current incoming data rate collected from MAC layer. 

The stored network information should be up-to-date and consistent with each other. 

The learning machine has four estimators, the estimator for the frequency type, the 

estimator for the probabilities for each data transmission rate and packet loss rate, the 

estimator for the future incoming data rate and the estimator for the throughput 

increment. The steps of the estimation are listed as follows.  

The nodes estimate the type of transmission frequency based on the mean and 

variance of the received signal strength along with the corresponding distance 

collected from GPS receiver. 

The nodes estimate the probabilities for each data transmission rate and packet 
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loss rate based on the type of transmission frequency predicted from the former 

estimator and the transmission distance collected from GPS receiver.  

The nodes estimate the future incoming data rate based on the current incoming data 

rate, the predefined packet rate of the data application and the packet loss rate for the 

links along the path. 

 The nodes estimate the throughput increment of a link based on the current 

incoming data rates, the probabilities for each data transmission rate and packet loss 

rate of a link and the future incoming data rate predicted from the former estimators.  

The nodes estimate the throughput increment of the path between the source node and 

the destination node based on the throughput increment of the links by MPSF.  

3.4 Mathematical Analysis 

In this section, we provide mathematical analysis of SARP. 

 
Assertion I: By employing MFSF, the nodes are able to predict based on past 

experience and select the frequency with the best channel conditions for the links 

between the neighboring nodes by using the novel metric, the delay of RREQ packets. 

 
Analysis: As mentioned before, the nodes adopt the delay of RREQ packets as the 

metric for frequency selection by MFSF which performs the off-line machine 

learning to maximize channel diversity. We make some assumptions on the queue 

model which are listed below. Each interface has one dedicated queue and the nodes 

employ the FIFO queue algorithm by inserting the packets to be transmitted at the end 
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of the queue of the corresponding interface. Each data flow follows the M/M/1 queue 

model with an infinite waiting room. In other words, the packet arrival rate of each 

data flow is Poisson distributed with mean iλ per second and the packet service time 

of each data flow is exponentially distributed with the identical mean 1/ iµ per 

second. We denote λ as the mean of the packet arrival rate of the shared queue, 

1/ µ as the mean of the packet service time of the shared queue and τ as the mean of 

the channel switching delay of an interface. 

 
Situation I: The queue of the interface is utilized by only one data flow. 

According to the queue theory, if the queue of the interface follows the M/M/1 

queue model, the packet delay is exponentially distributed with mean  

                             
_ 1

i i

D
µ λ

=
−

                        (3.6) 

Based on (3.6), we find that the packet service time and packet arrival rate of the 

data flow determine the average packet delay. In wireless networks, they are affected 

by the channel capacity and traffic load. The mathematical analysis proves that the 

channel conditions of the frequency are predictable in terms of the channel capacity 

and traffic load by estimating the average packet delay of the queue. 

With MFSF, the delay of RREQ packets is used to predict the channel conditions 

by estimating the average packet delay of the queue. A node floods a RREQ packet 

over a frequency by inserting it at the end of the queue of the corresponding interface. 

Therefore, for the first situation, the nodes are able to predict based on past 

experience and select the frequency with the best channel conditions for the links 
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between the neighboring nodes. 

Situation II: The queue of the interface is shared by multiple data flows. 

In CRNs, it is common that the number of interfaces equipped by a node is less 

than the number of available frequencies for the scenarios, resulting in that an 

interface has to be switched alternately onto multiple frequencies for different data 

flows. As a result, the packet service time and packet arrival rate of the shared queue 

of the interface are affected by multiple data flows. Based on the probability theory, 

the packet arrival rate of the shared queue is still Poisson distributed with mean  

                           i
i

λ λ=∑                               (3.7) 

On the other hand, the packet service time of the shared queue is still exponential 

distributed because the mean of the packet service time of all data flows are identical. 

The mean of it is given by 

                            iµ µ=                                (3.8) 

According to the queue theory, the shared queue follows the M/M/1 queue model 

and the packet delay including channel switching delay is exponentially distributed 

with mean  

                            
_ 1
D τ

µ λ
= +

−
                         (3.9) 

Based on (3.9), we find that the packet service time and packet arrival rate of the 

shared queue dominate the average packet delay. In wireless networks, they are 

affected by the channel capacity and traffic load. The mathematical analysis proves 

that the channel conditions are predictable in terms of the channel capacity and traffic 
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load by estimating the average packet delay of the shared queue. 

As mentioned before, a node floods a RREQ packet over a frequency by inserting it at 

the end of the queue of the corresponding interface. With MFSF, The delay of RREQ 

packets is used to estimate the average packet delay of the shared queue which well 

reflects the overall status of the channel conditions by considering the channel 

switching delay of an interface. Therefore, for the second situation, the nodes are able 

to predict based on past experience and select the frequency with the best channel 

conditions for the links between the neighboring nodes. 

Assertion II: By employing MPSF, the nodes are able to predict the throughput 

increment of a link based on their past experience by using off-line machine learning 

method after predicting the type of transmission frequency. 

Analysis:  The detail analysis on the bit error probability for multilevel baseband 

transmission schemes is illustrated as follows. The sequence of message bits{ }kb are 

modulated onto the M-level amplitude of a periodic pulse waveform. The transmitted 

signals ( )TX t  and as the received signals ( )rX t are given by 

                      ( ) ( )T j T s
j

X t A P t jT
∞

=−∞

= −∑                      (3.10) 

                   0( ) ( ) ( )r j r s
j

X t A P t jT n t
∞

=−∞

= − +∑                    (3.11) 

where , 3 , 5 ..., ( 1)jA A A A M A= ± ± ± ± − and 0 ( )n t is the additive white Gaussian noise. 

Note that ( )TP t and ( )rP t are the response of the transmit filter ( )TH f and receive 

filter ( ) ( ) ( )T C RH f H f H f to the input pulse ( )MP t respectively which is the unit 
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energy pulse of arbitrary shape confined to the time interval[0, ]sT . 

According to the network communication theory, the bit error probability ebP for 

the M-level PAM is given by: 

                           2
2

0

2 3log ( )
( )

1
b

eb

E M
P Q

N M
≤

−
               (3.12) 

where bE is the energy per bit and 0N is the noise power spectral density. Based on 

(3.12), we find that the bit error probability is determined by the received signal 

strength, the noise power and the modulation schemes. As mentioned before, auto 

rate fallback is enabled at all nodes. In actual scenarios, the nodes should keep the bit 

error probability below a threshold by determining a proper modulation scheme and 

transmit power for the varied channel conditions.  

In wireless networks, the variance of the received signal strength from the 

transmit node is affected by the small-scale and large-scale fading of a frequency 

caused by the communication environment of the neighboring area. It is reasonable to 

assume that the characteristics of the communication environment vary slowly in 

terms of the transmission duration. As a result, the variation of the received signal 

strength and the noise power falls into a predictable pattern. We denoteB as the 

channel bandwidth, S as the received signal power and N as the noise power of an 

additive white Gaussian noise. According to the Shannon-Hartley theorem, the 

channel capacity C is given by: 
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                           log(1 )
S

C B
N

= +                       (3.13) 

Based on (3.13), we find that the channel capacity also falls into a predictable 

pattern under the assumptions we made and if the modulation scheme and the 

transmit power are properly determined. Therefore, the mathematical analysis proves 

that the nodes are able to predict the throughput increment of a link based on their 

past experience by using off-line learning method after predicting the type of 

transmission frequency. 

Assertion III: By employing MPSF, the nodes are able to predict based on past 

experience and select the best path among all available paths between the source 

node and the destination node by using the novel metric, the throughput increment of 

a path. 

Analysis: Suppose s is a source node in the network and D is a set of destination 

nodes that are reachable from s. Let T(s, D) = (V, E) denotes the routing tree from s 

to the nodes in D with node set V and link set E. Every node k�V has a parent f(k) �

V and a set of children c(k) = {j�V : f(j=k)}, except that the source node (root of the 

tree) has no parent and the destination nodes (leaves of the tree) have no children. We 

use ke to denote link (f(k), k) and use P(i,j) to denote the sequence of links that 

connect j to i on the routing tree. The probing model is used to analyze the logical 

routing tree constructed by SARP and is explained as follows. The source node floods 

a probe to search for the destination node when there is no path between them. The 

intermediate node relays the received probe through all of its children. We define a 
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set of link state variables eZ for all inks e�E on the routing tree T(s, D), which are 

used as the routing metrics for path selection or frequency selection after processing. 

Depending on the ways to process the set of state variables of the links along a path, 

traditional routing metrics are classified into additive and multiplicative.  

The routing metrics such as packet delay and hop counts are typical additive 

metrics. The outcome variable kT is the cumulative state variable experienced by the 

probe from s to node k. We have 

                ( )
( , )

k f k ek e
e P s k

T T Z Z
∈

= + = ∑                            (3.14) 

The routing metrics such as packet loss rate and link stability are typical 

multiplicative metrics. The outcome variable kL is the cumulative state variable 

experienced by the probe from s to node k. We have 

                ( )
( , )

k f k ek e
e P s k

L L Z Z
∈

= ⋅ = ∏                            (3.15) 

However, MPSF employs the throughput increment of a path as the metric for 

route selection. The novel metric is not additive or multiplicative, therefore requiring 

a new way to process the set of state variables. The outcome variable kI is the 

cumulative state variable experienced by the probe from s to node k. We have 

               ( ) ( , )
( , )k f k ek ee P s k

I Min I Z Min Z
∈

= =                         (3.16) 

Based on (3.16), we find that the throughput increment of a path is determined by 

the minimum throughput increment of the links along the path. In communication 

networks, the bottleneck of a path determines the network performance. Therefore, 
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the nodes are able to predict based on past experience and select the best path among 

all available paths between the source node and the destination node by using the 

novel metric, the throughput increment of a path. 

3.5 Simulations 

In this section, we provide the simulation results of SARP using Qualnet 4.0. To 

show the benefits of SARP, it is compared with ad-hoc on demand routing protocol 

(AODV) and a simple multi-channel routing protocol (MCRP).  

We implement two versions of SARP, non-optimal version and optimal version. 

The optimal version of SARP guarantees the nodes in CRNs to know the type of each 

frequency without performing the off-line learning and some predefined paths 

between the source node and the destination node are manually selected. However, 

the non-optimal version of SARP cannot guarantee the nodes to correctly predict the 

type of each frequency and the nodes have to dynamically determine the paths 

between the source node and the destination node. 

The details of MCRP are explained as follows. MCRP is an on-demand 

multi-channel routing protocol. It enables the nodes to flood RREQ packets over the 

common control channel instead of over all available frequencies like SARP. 

However, the common frequency is not always available at all nodes in actual 

scenarios, therefore resulting in bad network performance or unstable network 

topology. In spectrum dimension, MCRP lets the nodes simply negotiate with each 

other to randomly select a frequency without considering the channel conditions. In 
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space dimension, it lets the nodes select the best path according to the value of hop 

counts instead of the throughput increment of a path.  

We present following metrics with 95% confidence intervals of measured values 

to compare the network performance of SARP with MCRP and AODV.  

• Overhead: The number of RREQ packets received over all of the available 

frequencies, which dominates the number of route control packets.  

• Throughput: Average rate of successful message delivery measured in Kbits 

per second, which reflects the network reliability and performance. 

3.5.1 Impact of Network Size 

In the first experiment, we show how network performance is affected when the 

number of nodes increases. We created a scenario which has 12 applications 

distributed in a 600m by 1500m region. There are six available frequencies which 

have different shadowing means such as 4, 6, 8, 10 or 12 and same Ricean K factor as 

16. Automatic rate fallback is enabled at all nodes. UDP and IEEE 802.11 are 

employed as TCP and MAC protocol respectively. Application packet rate is 

exponentially distributed as a mean of 2ms. We vary the number of nodes and 

compare 3-interface SARP with 3-interface MCRP and 1-interface AODV.  

Figure 3.4 and figure 3.5 show the comparison of throughput and overhead 

respectively as a function of number of nodes. As expected, overhead increases and 

throughput decreases as the number of nodes increases. 

Compared to 3-interface MCRP and 1-interface AODV, 3-interface SARP 
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increases overhead considerably.  The reason is explained as follows. SARP 

performs spectrum allocation by MFSF which lets the nodes flood a copy of RREQ 

packet over each available frequency to estimate the channel conditions, which incurs 

considerable overhead. However, MCRP enables the nodes to flood RREQ packets 

over the common control channel and performs spectrum allocation by letting the 

nodes simply negotiate with each other to randomly select a frequency for data 

transmission. AODV is a single-channel routing protocol without performing the 

spectrum allocation. As a result, it is reasonable for 3-interface SARP to have more 

overhead than 3-interface MCRP and 1-interface AODV.  

Compared to 3-interface MCRP, 3-interface SARP increases throughput 

considerably. The reason is explained as follows. In spectrum dimension, SARP is 

able to intelligently select the best frequency among all available frequencies for the 

links between the neighboring nodes according to the metric of the delay of RREQ 

packets by MFSF which performs the off-line learning to maximize channel diversity. 

In space dimension, SARP is able to intelligently select the best path among all 

available paths between the source node and the destination node according to the 

metric of the throughput increment of a path by MPSF which performs the off-line 

learning using the neural network machine learning method. On the other hand, 

MCRP enables the nodes to flood RREQ packets over the common control channel 

which is the bottleneck for scenarios with a large number of nodes. In spectrum 

dimension, MCRP lets the nodes simply negotiate with each other to randomly select 

a frequency for data transmission without considering the channel conditions. In 
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space dimension, MCRP lets the nodes select the best path among all available paths 

according to the value of hop counts without distinguishing the links with different 

conditions. Compared to 1-interface AODV, 3-interface SARP increases throughput 

significantly because it is a multi-channel routing protocol instead of a single-channel 

routing protocol. The simulation results show that it has about 10 times the 

throughput as 1-interface AODV.  

The optimal version of SARP performs better than the non-optimal version of 

SARP. The reason is explained as follows. The optimal version of SARP guarantees 

the node to know the type of each frequency and some predefined paths between the 

source node and the destination node are manually selected. However, the 

non-optimal version of SARP enables the nodes to make the prediction on the 

frequency type with a successful rate of about 80%.  Consequently, the nodes might 

select some non-optimal paths between the source node and the destination node 

because of the inaccurate knowledge on the communication environment.  

The above results show that SARP has better network performance than MCRP 

and AODV for scenarios with a large number of nodes. 
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Figure 3.4 Comparison of throughput as a function of number of nodes. 
 

 

Figure 3.5 Comparison of overhead as a function of number of nodes. 
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Figure 3.6 Comparison of throughput as a function of average velocity. 
 

 

Figure 3.7 Comparison of overhead as a function of average velocity. 
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Figure 3.8 Comparison of throughput as a function of number of frequencies. 
 

.  

Figure 3.9 Comparison of overhead as a function of number of frequencies. 
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3.5.2 Impact of Network Dynamics 

In the second experiment, we show how network performance is affected when 

node velocity increases. We created a scenario similar as the first experiment which 

has 12 applications and 200 nodes distributed in a 2500m by 2500m region. We vary 

node velocity and compare 3-interface SARP with 3-interface MCRP and 1-interface 

AODV. 

Figure 3.6 and figure 3.7 show the comparison of throughput and overhead 

respectively as a function of average velocity. As expected, the throughput decreases 

as the average velocity increases because the link breakage happens frequently. 

Compared to 3-interface MCRP and 1-interface AODV, 3-interface SARP increases 

overhead considerably. On the other hand, compared to 3-interface MCRP and 

1-interface AODV, 3-interface SARP increases throughput considerably. The optimal 

version of SARP performs better than the non-optimal version of SARP. The reason 

is similar as the first experiment. These results show that SARP has better network 

performance than MCRP and AODV for scenarios with high node velocity. 

3.5.3 Impact of Network Spectrums 

In the third experiment, we show how network performance is affected when the 

number of frequencies increases. We created a scenario similar as previous 

experiment which has 12 applications and 200 nodes distributed in a 600m by 1500m 

region. We vary the number of frequencies and compare 3-interface SARP with 

3-interface MCRP. 
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Figure 3.8 and figure 3.9 show the comparison of throughput and throughput 

respectively as a function of number of frequencies. As expected, the overhead and 

throughput increase as the number of frequencies increases. 

 Compared to 3-interface MCRP, 3-interface SARP increases overhead 

considerably. The reason is explained as follows. 3-interface SARP performs 

spectrum allocation by MFSF which lets the nodes flood a copy of RREQ packet over 

each frequency to estimate the channel conditions, which incurs considerable 

overhead. Therefore, the overhead increases as the number of frequencies increases. 

However, 3-interface MCRP enables the nodes to flood RREQ packets over the 

common control channel. Therefore, the overhead is almost constant as the number of 

frequencies increases. 

 Compared to 3-interface MCRP, 3-interface SARP increases throughput 

considerably. The reason is explained as follows. In spectrum dimension, SARP is 

able to intelligently select the best frequency among all available frequencies for the 

links between the neighboring nodes according to the metric of the delay of RREQ 

packets by MFSF which performs the off-line learning to maximize channel diversity. 

In space dimension, SARP is able to intelligently select the best path among all 

available paths between the source node and the destination node according to the 

metric of the throughput increment of a path by MPSF which performs the off-line 

learning using the neural network machine learning method. The performance of 

optimal version and non-optimal version of SARP are almost same. These results 

show that SARP has better network performance than MCRP for scenarios with a 
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large number of frequencies. 

3.6 Conclusions 

We have investigated the problem of cognitive routing in multi-channel mobile 

ad-hoc networks and proposed a novel spectrum aware routing protocol (SARP) 

which is an on-demand cognitive routing protocol. 

In spectrum dimension, SARP is able to intelligently select the best frequency 

among all available frequencies for the links between the neighboring nodes 

according to the metric of the delay of RREQ packets by MFSF which performs the 

off-line learning to maximize channel diversity. In space dimension, SARP is able to 

intelligently select the best path among all available paths between the source node 

and the destination node according to the metric of the throughput increment of a path 

by MPSF which performs the off-line learning using the neural network machine 

learning method. Simulation results show that the routing performance of SARP is 

better than MCRP and AODV in terms of network size, network dynamics and 

network spectrums. 
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Chapter 4 
 

Scalability Optimized Cognitive 
Routing Protocol 
 
4.1 Introduction 

Scalability is an important property of a network, which is defined as the ability 

of a network to handle growing amounts of work in a graceful manner. For wired 

networks, it is usually measured in terms of network size. However, for wireless 

networks, this property should be measured in terms of network size, network 

dynamics and network spectrums. Scalability of a network is affected by many 

factors of network designs. In this section, we mainly consider the scalability of a 

routing protocol which is defined as how routing protocol affects the scalability of the 

network. 

In wired networks, the major consideration on scalability of a routing protocol is 

focused on the number of routing table entries it can handle. The size of a wired 

network is usually large, even as large as the internet covering the whole world. 

Therefore, a scalable routing protocol for wired network should maintain a reasonable 

routing table size and perform efficient routing table look-up algorithm to minimize 

the table look-up time. Otherwise, the routing table processing time might seriously 
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impact total end-to-end packet delay. Currently, BGP-4 combined with OSPF-2 is the 

routing protocol backing the core routing decisions on the internet. It employs several 

useful mechanisms to scale the network, which are briefly explained as follows. 

• Network hierarchy: BGP-4 is a typical hierarchical routing protocol, which 

effectively reduces the routing table size. BGP-4 is a path vector routing 

protocol, which views the network as a set of anonymous systems (AS). 

AS is a collection of connected IP routing prefixes under the control of 

one or more network operator. Within an AS, the routers employ interior 

gate way protocol (IGP). Between AS, the routers employ border gateway 

protocol (BGP). The choice of IGP for an AS is independent with others, 

which enables the configuration more flexible. BGP routers only need to 

consider the IGP routes within the AS and the BGP routes between AS. 

Therefore, this mechanism significantly reduces the number of routing 

table entries the router needs to handle. 

• Route reflector: Full meshed network is required by IBGP working within an 

AS to make sure the network information is consistent between IBGP 

routers, so that BGP is always synchronized. However, the practical issue 

is that the number of connections required might be extremely large in a 

large AS. The excessive routing overhead might significantly degrade the 

network performance. Route reflector is served as a central server for a 

cluster of directly connected routers and ensures that the updated network 

information from a peer router is consistent with the other routers. 
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Therefore, this mechanism effectively saves the routing overhead because 

only the router reflector needs to flood the copy of network information.  

• BGP Confederations: In practice, the network size of a single AS might be 

too large for an internal router to handle. BGP confederation provides an 

approach to further divide an AS into multiple internal sub-AS. These 

internal small AS are still viewed as a single AS from the external world. 

In other words, BGP confederation makes an AS a hierarchical network 

and the whole set of AS multiple hierarchies, which improves the 

scalability of a network by minimizing the routing table entries in a router.   

In wireless networks, the scalability of a routing protocol should be focused on 

the network size, network dynamics and network spectrums. It is obvious that the 

considerations are different compared to wired networks where network size is the 

major issue because wireless communication environment is much more complicated 

than that of wired networks. Some of the new features are listed as below: 

• Open communication environment: In wireless network, the nodes have to 

broadcast signals to transmit packets which usually lead to interference to 

its neighboring nodes. If too many neighboring nodes are transmitting 

packets simultaneously, a node might be unable to receive a packet 

correctly because of the high packet error rate. A node might transmit data 

packets for application or control packets to maintain the network. We 

consider data packets as throughput packets and control packets as 

overhead packets. The ratio of overhead packets and data packets should 
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be minimized to improve the network performance. The routing packets 

from network layer are counted as overhead packets, which are used by 

the nodes to maintain the network topology. Therefore, a scalable routing 

protocol should minimize the routing overhead. 

• Unstable communication environment: In wireless network, the major issue 

is the unstable communication environment which is caused by many 

factors such as node mobility, multipath fading and interference from the 

neighboring nodes. The varying receiving signals lead to the varying bit 

error rate and packet error rate. It is very common to retransmit a packet 

when encountering a corrupted packet. For data packets, the nodes are not 

able to limit the data packet transmissions to make the communication 

environment relatively clean. However, the nodes by employing a scalable 

routing protocol are able to limit the control packet transmissions.  

• Unstable topology: One big advantage of wireless networks is that it enables 

network dynamics. The nodes are able to transmit with each other while 

moving. However, one big issue of network dynamics is the unstable 

network topology. The nodes should maintain the network topology by 

repairing the broken links when the network topology changes, which 

usually incurs routing overhead. Therefore, it is common that the network 

performance degrades and the routing overhead increases as the nodes are 

moving faster.  However, a scalable routing protocol should be able to 

efficiently adapt the routing topology to accommodate the physical 
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topology, while minimizing the routing overhead. 

• Multi-channel Environment: In cognitive radio networks (CRN), the nodes 

are able to select or transmit simultaneously over multiple frequencies. 

This big advantage of CRN improves the network performance and makes 

networks topology very flexible. However, the big issue is how to select 

among the set of frequencies. One solution is to measure the conditions of 

all frequencies by transmitting control packets over each frequency and 

select the best frequency for data transmission. This approach incurs 

significant routing overhead and degrades the network performance. 

Therefore, this approach is not scalable as the number of available of 

frequencies increases. In this section, we provide a novel approach to 

solve this problem. 

Based on the new features of the wireless communication environment illustrated 

above, we argue that scalability of a routing protocol for wireless networks should be 

focused on the routing overhead it can handle as the network size, network mobility 

and network spectrum increases.  

In practice, the size of wireless networks is usually small compared to wired 

networks. Therefore, the size of routing table and routing table look-up time should 

not be the major issue. 

In this section, we provide a novel solution to solve the scalability problem of a 

routing protocol by cognition. Cognitive routing protocols, a novel category of 

routing protocols, enable the nodes to learn the past experience and construct a proper 
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and adaptive network topology by employing the learning machines. We propose a 

novel scalable cognitive routing protocol (SCRP) focusing on the scenarios of 

infrastructure-less multi-hop multi-channel CRNs.  Each node has the cognitive 

radio capability to individually detect spectrum opportunity (SOP), a set of frequency 

bands currently unoccupied and available for use. For ease of implementation and 

evaluation, we assume that all frequencies in the simulated scenarios are unoccupied 

and available for use because it does not affect the performance and effectiveness of 

the proposed routing protocol. The network information such as SOP from the lower 

layers of the cognitive radio should be shared with network layer to enable the nodes 

to perform cognitive routing functions, therefore requiring the cross-layer optimized 

architecture.  

The problem we address in this section is how to save routing overhead to make 

MANET scalable in terms of network size, network dynamics and network spectrum 

while maintaining the network performance. Many routing protocols have been 

proposed to solve this problem. However, most of them trade performance for 

scalability.  

The main contributions of this section include: 

• Space flooding protocol: It is used to make the flooding scalable by 

controlling the flooding region. 

• Spectrum flooding protocol: It is used to make flooding scalable by limiting 

the number of frequencies used for control packets 
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4.2 Related Work 

In this section, we discuss related work of SCRP and approaches to make 

MANETs scalable. 

4.2.1 On-demand Routing Protocols 

A multitude of on-demand routing protocols have been proposed (e.g. [40-45]). 

This approach takes the advantage that the frequency of the session initiation query 

might be less than the frequency of topology changes. In other words, the nodes 

without active sessions will not trigger routing updates when topology changes, 

which greatly reduces routing overhead. 

Unlike table-driven routing protocols, routing updates are triggered reactively 

when links break instead of being triggered periodically. In [46], simulation results 

show that the routing performance of AODV is better than DSDV [47]. However, if 

the topology changes too fast, the advantage of on-demand routing becomes 

drawback. Therefore, on-demand routing is suitable for static or slowly changed 

network topologies. It is a simple and efficient approach to make MANET scalable. 

4.2.2 Hierarchical Routing Protocols 

Many hierarchical routing protocols have been proposed (e.g. [48-50]). This 

approach is inherited from wired networks where the network size is a big issue. 

Multi-level hierarchies are adopted in network topologies to save routing table 

storage but side effects include non-optimized topologies. However, this approach is 
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suitable for some scenarios when cluster head along with its slaves maintain a relative 

stable topology compared to the overall network topology. In this case, only the 

connections between cluster heads need to be updated. Therefore, hierarchical routing 

is commonly used in wired networks, but may not be suitable for dynamic network 

topologies because significant routing overhead might be generated to repair broken 

links for a cluster.  

4.2.3 Location-based Routing Protocols 

A multitude of location-based routing protocols have been proposed (e.g. [51-53]). 

This approach takes the advantage of the preprocessed network topology by GPS 

devices. The idea is that nodes use GPS devices to obtain destination location 

information before the connection is initiated. Directional flooding and data 

forwarding are the mechanisms used in location-based routing protocols, which 

improves network performance by effectively preventing the data from flooding in all 

directions. However, the mapping between node address and location information 

usually incurs additional routing overhead or processing delay compared to ordinary 

topology-based routing protocols. In spite of that, location-based routing is an 

efficient approach to make MANETs scalable in terms of network size and network 

dynamics. 

4.2.4 Field-Based Routing Protocols 

Several field-based routing protocols have been proposed for MANET (e.g. 
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[54,55]). This approach takes the advantage that little routing overhead is generated 

when network topology is changed if the broken links are locally repaired. The idea is 

that nodes are assigned some degree of gradient according to their neighboring nodes. 

When some link breaks, the nodes are able to reset the degree of gradient based on its 

new neighboring nodes. Data packets are forwarded towards the nodes with the 

steepest gradient. Field-based routing is especially suitable for highly dynamic 

network topologies. Therefore, it is a scalable routing protocol in terms of network 

dynamics. It is another approach to make MANETs scalable. 

4.2.5 Dynamic Addressing Routing Protocols 

A dynamic addressing routing protocol was proposed in [56]. This approach takes 

the advantage of hierarchical routing by employing hierarchical addressing. The idea 

is that node addresses are hierarchically allocated according to physical topology. 

Therefore, the nodes address implies the physical topology relationship. 

Consequently, routing loops are resolved easily because of the structural address. 

Another advantage of this approach is that substantial routing table storage is saved 

because of the hierarchical addressing. However, one disadvantage is that node 

addresses have to be dynamically updated when physical topology is changed, which 

might incur routing overhead. Dynamic addressing routing is an approach to make 

MANETs scalable by network size. 
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4.2.6 Cognitive Routing Protocols 

In recent years, several cognitive routing protocols have been proposed (e.g. 

[57-60). The main idea of them is that a proper and adaptive network topology should 

be constructed by the nodes using the cognitive functions which make the prediction 

based on past experience. The nodes in CRNs employ machine learning techniques to 

learn past experience and make wise decisions by predicting future network 

conditions. The cognitive protocol architecture should be a cross-layer optimized 

architecture where the lower layer knowledge of wireless medium is shared with 

network layer. In [62], the authors propose a capacity-based routing protocol for 

CRNs which adopts a novel metric for route selection by measuring and predicting 

the traffic pattern. In [63], the authors propose a routing protocol which adopts a 

novel metric predicted based on spectrum usage history to reflect the overall state. In 

[64], the authors propose a routing metric which reflects the conditions of spectrum 

resources such as channel availability and potential traffic delay. In [65], the authors 

proposed a spectrum aware mesh routing protocol (SAMER) which balances between 

long-term route stability and short-term opportunistic performance. It employs a 

novel metric for route selection to opportunistically route traffic over the paths with 

higher spectrum availability and quality. In [66], the authors proposed a high 

throughput spectrum aware routing protocol (SPEAR) which is a robust and efficient 

distributed channel assignment and routing protocol for dynamic spectrum networks 

based on two principles: integrated spectrum and route discovery for robust multi-hop 

path formation and distributed path reservations to minimize inter- and intra-flow 
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interference. 

Currently, path selection and frequency selection are common topics for cognitive 

routing protocols. We argue that cognitive routing is another promising approach to 

make MANETs scalable. 

4.3 Approach 

In this section, we discuss the details of our proposed routing protocol. 

4.3.1 Overview of SCRP 

As illustrated in the previous section, on-demand routing is able to effectively 

save the routing overhead when the frequency of the session initiation query is less 

that the frequency of topology changes. In practice, this mechanism is very useful. 

However, if the density of node distribution in an area is high, a flooding of control 

packets from the source node to the destination node might heavily impact the 

network performance. In wireless networks, the source node has to unconsciously 

flooding control packets along all links or even through all available frequencies to 

find the shortest path to reach the destination node. For some scenarios where the 

network topology is unstable, the flooding of control packets might seriously affect 

the overall network performance because the control packets will consume too much 

network bandwidth. Therefore, the flooding of control packets is a big issue in 

wireless networks. 

Similar to on-demanding routing protocols, SCRP enables the nodes to trigger the 
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routing updates reactively when necessary. However, unlike the ordinary on-demand 

routing protocols, the proposed SCRP enables the nodes to equip the cognitive engine 

to intelligently flood the control packets. The cognitive engine is implemented by 

neural network machine learning method which is able to provide a node with 

pre-processed network information before it joins a network and continuously update 

the network information after it joins a network. Cognitive radios with cognitive 

engine are aware of history and able to learn the trend of network changes based on 

past experience. They perform the routing functions in a distributed manner without a 

centralized database and the distributed information at each node should be up-to-date 

and consistent with each other.  In this section, the cognitive engine for the nodes 

performs the scalable flooding protocol. 

SCRP is designed for the multi-channel scenarios where the nodes can 

simultaneously use multiple interfaces to transmit packets over different frequencies. 

Consequently, it should perform not only next-hop node assignment along a path in 

space dimension but also frequency assignment for the links between the neighboring 

nodes in spectrum dimension. The proposed scalable flooding protocol can be viewed 

as two cognitive functions, scalable space flooding protocol working in space 

dimension and scalable spectrum flooding protocol working in spectrum dimension. 

In space dimension, the cognitive radios should minimize the flooding region. In 

spectrum dimension, the cognitive radios should minimize the transmission 

frequencies to avoid the interference. However, the challenge of SCRP is how to save 

the routing overhead while maintaining the network performance. 
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4.3.2 Scalable Space Flooding Protocol 

As the name implies, the scalable space flooding protocol is used to make the 

flooding scalable by controlling the flooding region. It is an evolved version of our 

own work. In the previous effort, we developed a new metric, the throughput 

increment. It is defined as the predicted throughput after a new application joins 

minus the current throughput. It is this metric that determines future overall 

throughput. The predicted throughput increment is estimated based on a predicted 

channel type and channel capacity using a neural network machine learning method. 

Simulation results show that throughput increment is an excellent metric for path 

selection. 

In this work, the metric, throughput increment, is utilized for the scalable space 

flooding protocol. The idea is that the links in the network are categorized into L 

levels according to the value of link metric. Inspired from QoS-oriented routing 

protocol, the control packets for SCRP have a new field indicating the desired metric 

level
iL by the source node. In this section, we assume that 0L is the lowest metric level 

and 
1LL −
is the highest metric level. If the lowest metric level is indicated by the 

control packets, the intermediate nodes should relay them unconditionally. However, 

if some higher metric level is indicated by the control packets, the intermediate nodes 

should estimate the channel conditions of the corresponding receiving link before 

they relay the packets. If the estimated channel condition of the receiving link does 

not meet the desired metric level of the source node, the intermediate nodes will 

suppress the control packets. Otherwise, they relay the control packets. 
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The detailed description of the scalable space flooding protocol is illustrated as 

follows. When a source node needs to transmit some data packets to a destination 

node, it first checks its forwarding table. If there is an existing forwarding table entry 

for the destination node, the source node simply transmits the data packets to the next 

hop node indicated by the table entry. However, if the destination node is not 

reachable from the source node, the procedures of the scalable space flooding 

protocol starts. The steps of the protocol procedures are listed as follows. 

The source node sets the desired metric level with the highest metric level 
1LL −
in 

the control packets and floods the control packets to the neighboring nodes. However, 

if the source node does not receive the acknowledgement packet from the destination 

node within the timeout period, it constructs another control packet and set the 

desired metric level as 
iL  which is one level lower than the previous metric level. If 

the source node sets the desired metric level with the lowest metric level 
0L  in the 

control packets, it should be able to receive the acknowledgement packet from the 

destination node if they are reachable. 

When a node receives a control packet, it first checks if the destination address is 

same as its address. If they are not same, it means that the receiving node is the 

intermediate node. Intermediate node always estimates the channel conditions of the 

receiving link before it determines whether to relay the control packets. There are 

three cases which the intermediate nodes need to consider. First, it has not seen any 

control packet from the source node before. In this case, if the estimated channel 

condition of the receiving link is better than the desired metric level of the source 
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node, the intermediate will relay the control packet. Otherwise, the control packet will 

be suppressed. Second, the intermediate node has already seen some control packet 

from the source node before. In this case, it still estimates the channel condition of the 

receiving link as before. However, it only relays the control packets when the newly 

estimated channel condition is better than memorized estimated channel condition 

and is also better than the desired metric level of the source node. Otherwise, the 

control packet will be suppressed. 

 If the destination address is same as its address, it means that the receiving node 

is the destination node. There are two cases which the destination node needs to 

consider. First, it has not transmitted an acknowledgement packet to the source node 

before. In this case, it should construct an acknowledgement packet for the source 

node without estimating the channel conditions of the receiving link because this 

receiving link might be the only link available to the source node. Second, it 

remembers that it has transmitted an acknowledgement packet to the source node 

before and a new route request packet is received from the same source node. In this 

case, the destination node needs the check the channel conditions of the receiving link 

because the new link might be a better alternative link to the source node. If the 

estimated channel condition of the receiving link is better than the channel condition 

indicated by the existing routing table entry. The destination node will replace the old 

entry with the new entry and transmit another acknowledgement packet back to the 

source node. So the source node is informed that a better alternative path exists. 

Figure 4.1 shows an example of the scalable space flooding protocol. In this 
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scenario, the cognitive engine categorizes the links into four levels, 
0L ~ 3L . The 

arrows indicate the flows of the packet transmission. Yellow, red, green and black 

nodes are intermediate node. The two blue nodes are the source node and the 

destination node. Black nodes will relay the control packets with the desired metric 

level from 
0L ~ 3L . However, yellow nodes only relay the control packets when 0L is 

the desired metric level. In general, the accumulated path condition will be worse as 

the path between the source node and the intermediate node becomes longer. Figure 1 

clearly shows the advantage of the scalable space flooding protocol which is able to 

intelligently limit the flooding region.  For the first trial, the source node sets the 

desired metric level with the highest metric level
3L . When black nodes receive the 

control packets, it relays the control packets since the estimated channel condition of 

the receiving link is better than the desired metric level indicated. However, the 

control packets are suppressed by the green nodes and the flooding region of the 

control packets are limited. Luckily, one of the black nodes relays the control packet 

to the destination node. It constructs an acknowledgement packet and transmits it 

back to the source node within the timeout period.  The connection between the 

destination node and the source node is established without disturbing the yellow 

nodes, red nodes and some of the green nodes, which saves the routing overhead.  

Figure 4.2 shows another example of the scalable space flooding protocol. In this 

scenario, the source node is not lucky and it has to transmit the control packets 

multiple times until 
0L is set in the desired metric level. When 

0L is reached, all 

intermediate nodes have to relay the control packets. However, black nodes have to 
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relay the control packets four times, green nodes have to relay the control packet 

three times and red nodes have to relay the control packets twice when the source 

node is decreasing its desired metric level from three to zero. In other words, in this 

specific scenario, scalable space flooding protocol performs even worse because more 

routing overhead is incurred compared to the traditional flooding algorithm where all 

intermediate nodes relay the control packets unconditionally. However, in the 

mathematical analysis section, we will show that this is the worst case of space 

flooding protocol and is not the general case. 
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Figure 4.1 Example of scalable space flooding protocol when there is a path with 
high level of metric between source node and destination node. 
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Figure 4.2 Example of scalable space flooding protocol when there are only paths 
with the lowest level of metric between source node and destination node. 
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Figure 4.3 Example of the overall effect of scalable spectrum flooding protocol 
combined with scalable space flooding protocol. 
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4.3.3 Scalable Spectrum Flooding Protocol 

As the name suggests, the scalable spectrum flooding protocol is used to make 

flooding scalable by limiting the number of frequencies used for control packets. It is 

a modification of some of our previous work. In that work, we developed a metric, 

the delay of RREQ packets, for frequency selection. In wireless communication, 

packet delay is mainly determined by queuing delay which is affected by traffic load 

and channel capacity. Delay of RREQ packets is used to estimate queuing delay. The 

frequency over which delay of RREQ packets is small is predicted to have good 

channel conditions. Simulation results show that it is an excellent metric for 

frequency selection. 

In this work, this metric, delay of RREQ packets, is utilized for the scalable 

spectrum flooding protocol. The idea is that the intermediate nodes determine which 

frequencies should be selected to relay the control packets by its internal frequency 

ranking system. The internal ranking system for each node is continuously updated as 

the communication environment changes. In this section, we assume that there are F 

frequencies available and each node should select f frequencies which is a small 

subset of F to transmit the control packets.  The internal ranking system of a node 

grants the frequency a score from 0 to F according to the channel conditions.  

The ranking system works as follows. Each node is constantly monitoring F 

frequencies to gather their channel conditions. When the source node constructs a 

control packet, it sets the sequence number and the destination node ID. There are 

three cases which the intermediate nodes need to consider. First, the intermediate 
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node received a control packet which it has not seen before. In this case, it means that 

a new connection request is received. It also means that the receiving frequency 

iF and the previous hop node iN might be the best frequency and the best link if it is 

relaying the data packets because the control packet is firstly received from this link 

and this frequency. Therefore, the internal ranking system will grant the receiving 

frequency the highest score, F. Second, the intermediate node received a control 

packet which it has seen before but through a different frequency
jF . In this case, it 

means that some alternative frequency exists for the link. The ranking system of the 

node will grant this frequency a score according to how many times it has seen the 

control packets before. If it has seen the control packet k times before, it will grant the 

receiving frequency a score F-k. Third, the intermediate node received a control 

packet which it has seen before and through the same frequency
jF . In this case, the 

ranking system will do nothing but the scalable space flooding protocol needs to 

handle the control packet. In a word, duplicated control packets from different 

frequencies still affect the internal ranking system of a node, which is an effective 

way to make sure the ranking system up-to-date. 

As mentioned before, the intermediate node needs to select f frequencies to flood 

the control packets. The selected subset of frequencies is further divided in to two 

parts, intelligently selected frequencies 
cF  and randomly selected frequencies

rF . 

Intelligently selected frequencies are chosen based on its internal ranking system by 

picking the top 
cF frequencies. Randomly selected frequencies are chosen from the 

remaining frequencies excluding the intelligently selected frequencies. It is obvious 
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that the choice of the radio R between 
cF and rF is a tradeoff. If R is high, the 

probability that the neighboring nodes select the same set of frequencies for control 

packets will high because the channel conditions of the neighboring area are similar. 

In this case, it might result in run time network congestion if some neighboring nodes 

select the same frequency for data transmission. On the other hand, if R is low, the 

internal ranking system will be ineffective. Therefore, the balance of the radio R is 

important, so that the nodes can effectively take the advantage of the internal ranking 

system while avoiding the run time network congestion. 

Figure 4.3 shows an example of the overall effect of the scalable spectrum 

flooding protocol combined with the scalable space flooding protocol. In this scenario, 

each node should select three frequencies to relay the control packets. The cognitive 

engine categorizes the links into four levels, 
0L ~ 3L . The arrows indicate the flows of 

the packet transmission. Yellow, red, green and black nodes are intermediate node. 

The two blue nodes are the source node and the destination node. Black nodes will 

relay the control packets with the desired metric level from 
0L ~ 3L . However, yellow 

nodes only relay the control packets when 
0L is the desired metric level. The view for 

each layer of frequency is illustrated in figure 1 and figure 2. However, the bottom 

layer of figure 4.3 shows the overall effect of the whole network after combining the 

channel conditions of three frequencies. In this scenario, it is obvious that the source 

node is able to find the destination node after the first trial. Therefore, the scalable 

spectrum flooding protocol is able to make the network scalable by limiting the 

number of frequencies used for the control packets, while enhancing the performance 
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of the scalable space flooding protocol. 

4.4 Mathematical Analysis 

In this section, we discuss the mathematical analysis of scalable cognitive routing 

protocol (SCRP) and compare it with the traditional non-scalable routing protocols. 

We model the communication network as a connected graph G = (V, E, F), where 

V represents the set of vertices in G, E represents the set of edges connecting V and F 

represents the set of frequencies available in G.  

The assumptions we made are listed below. 

• The routing overhead is defined as the number of route request packets 

(RREQ) received by the nodes in a network. The number of RREQ 

packets usually dominates the total number of control packets in a network 

because the nodes flood RREQ packets in all directions, whereas route 

replay (RREP) packet is transmitted only along the selected path between 

the source node and the destination.  

• The routing metric is uniformly divided into L levels. The probability of 

channel conditions of a link has a uniform distribution covering the entire 

L levels, which is independent of the location of the link, the frequency of 

the link and the estimated time. 

4.4.1 Simple Case 1 

In case 1, we assume that G is constructed by a linked list of V and F=1.In 
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other words, we are considering a single-channel communication environment and 

the constructed network topology is simple. In this case, E = V - 1. According to the 

definition of routing overhead we made, in this case, routing overhead is the number 

of edges used to relay RREQ packets. Without loss of generality, we assume that the 

source node is in the middle of the linked list and the destination node might be on 

the left side or the right side of the source node.  

4.4.1.1 Traditional non-scalable routing protocols 

For traditional non-scalable routing protocols, the best case, worst case and 

average case of routing overhead are same as O(E) because at least half of the nodes 

in G have to unconditionally relay the control packets even though the destination 

node is on the other side. In other words, the nodes are not aware of the 

communication environment. Therefore, the routing overhead is at least E/2. 

4.4.1.2 Best case for SCRP: O(1) 

 The best case of routing overhead for SCRP is O(1), which is explained as 

follows. If the destination node is just one hop away from the source node, the source 

node can find the destination node after the first trial. If the neighboring node of the 

source node on the other side of the destination node suppressed the control packets 

by applying the scalable space flooding protocol, only one routing overhead is 

incurred at this node and no additional routing overhead is incurred at its following 

nodes. Therefore, total number of routing overhead for the best case is just one. 
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4.4.1.3 Worst case for SCRP: O(E) 

The worst case of routing overhead for SCRP is O(E), which happens when the 

source node is not lucky and has to transmit the control packets L times until 0L is set 

in the desired metric level.  As mentioned before, if the source node sets the desired 

metric level with the lowest metric level 
0L  in the control packets, it should be able 

to receive the acknowledgement packet from the destination node if they are 

reachable. If the nodes on the other side of the destination node did not suppress the L 

control packets and relay them all the way to the end of the path, the number of 

overhead incurred on this side is L* E/2. The worst case happens when the 

communication environment is very bad on the destination node's side but it is very 

nice on the other side. In a word, total number of routing overhead for the worst case 

is at least L* E/2. It is obvious that the constant factor is L which is worse than 

traditional non-scalable routing protocols. 

4.4.1.4 Average case for SCRP: O(E) 

The average case of routing overhead for SCRP is O(E), which is explained as 

follows. As mentioned before, the source node will gradually decrease the desired 

metric level from the highest level 
1LL −
to the lowest level 0L . In other words, the 

source node will flood the control packets for at most L time. Let's consider the 

routing overhead on the other side of the destination node for each trial of flooding 

because the analysis of the routing overhead on the destination node's side is similar.  

According to the probability theory, when the highest desired metric level 
1LL −
is 
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set by the source node, the average routing overhead 
1LR −
is calculated as: 

1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
*1 *( *2 *( *3 ... *( *( 1) * ))...))

2 2L

L L L L E E
R

L L L L L L L L−

− − − −
= + + + + − +               (4.1) 
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It is obvious that each term of 
1LR −
is computed by the probability that previous 

nodes relay the control packet and the current node suppressed the control packet 

times the corresponding number of routing overhead incurred. For example, the 

meaning of the first term 1
*1

L
L
− : 

 = Probability (Control packets stop at 1st node) 

  * Number (routing overhead) 

The meaning of the second term
2

1
*2

L
L
− : 

 = Probability (Control packets doesn't stop at 1st node) 

  * Probability (Control packets stop at 2nd node) 

  * Number (routing overhead) 

After understanding the meaning of
1LR −
, we perform further computation based on 

formula (4.1): 
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We found that if the number of metric level L is large compared to 1, the average 

routing overhead for the first trial
1LR −
is roughly equal to 1. Another thing we found is 

that the average TTL of control packet is 1
1

L
L

≈
−

, if L is large compared to 1 because 

the routing overhead for a linked list graph is equal to TTL of control packet.  

If the source node does not receive the acknowledgement packet from the 

destination node within the timeout period, it constructs another control packet and 

set the desired metric level as iL  which is one level lower than the previous metric 

level. Similar to the proof and calculation of 1LR − , it is easy to find that the average 

routing overhead L iR i− ≈ and its average TTL of control packet is i. 

At this point, we found the average routing overhead for each trial and its 

corresponding average TTL of control packet. We assume that the number of metric 

levels L is larger than the maximum TTL of control packets. For ease of analysis we 
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let N as
2
E
, the average routing overhead R for SCRP is: 
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It is obvious that each term of R is computed by the probability that the trail is 

successful times its corresponding routing overhead.  The probability that the trail is 

successful is relative to the TTL of control overhead. Formula (4.4) shows the general 

form of R and we perform further computation based on formula (4.3): 
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We found that for simple case 1, the average routing overhead for SCRP with L 

trials is 
2
E which is same as the traditional non-scalable routing protocols.  

4.4.2 General Case 2 

We assume that G is constructed by a general graph where each node has at least 

one child and F=1.In other words, we are considering a single-channel 

communication environment and 21V E V− ≤ < .
iC represents the number of child for the 

node 
iV and the average number of child for each iV is C . We assume that the 
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maximum TTL of control packet is P. 

4.4.2.1 Traditional non-scalable routing protocols 

For traditional non-scalable routing protocols, the best case, worst case and 

average case of routing overhead are same as O(
1

1

PC
C

+

−
). The nodes in G have to 

unconditionally relay the control packets. If the maximum TTL of control packet is P, 

a control packet will be flooding forP times. Since the average number of child for 

each iV isC , the total number of routing overhead R is: 

2

1

...
P

P i

i

R C C C C
=

= + + + =∑                        (4.6) 

  
1( 1)

1 1

P PC C C
C C

+−
= ≈

− −
                                        (4.7) 

 

4.4.2.2 Best case for SCRP: O(C) 

The best case of routing overhead for SCRP is O(C), which is explained as 

follows. If the destination node is just one hop away from the source node, the source 

node can find the destination node after the first trial. If all neighboring nodes of the 

source node suppressed the control packets by applying the scalable space flooding 

protocol, the total number of routing overhead is only C and no additional routing 

overhead is incurred at their following nodes. Therefore, total number of routing 

overhead for the best case is just one. 
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4.4.2.3 Worst case for SCRP: O(
1

1

PC
C

+

−
) 

The worst case of routing overhead for SCRP is O( PC ), which happens when the 

source node is not lucky and it has to transmit the control packets L times until 
0L is 

set in the desired metric level.  As mentioned before, if the source node sets the 

desired metric level with the lowest metric level 
0L  in the control packets, it should 

be able to receive the acknowledgement packet from the destination node if they are 

reachable. If the nodes that cannot reach the destination node did not suppress the L 

control packets and relay them all the way to the end of the path, the number of 

overhead incurred on this side is L* 
1

1

PC
C

+

−
. The worst case happens when the 

communication environment is very bad on the path to the destination node but it is 

very nice on the path that cannot reach the destination node.  

4.4.2.4 Average case for SCRP: <<O( PC ) 

Similar to the simple case 1, it is easy to find that the average TTL of control 

packet for ith trial is i. Unlike traditional non-scalable routing protocols, the 

distribution of the location of destination nodes heavily impacts the average routing 

overhead R . Therefore, we will compare the average routing overhead R  for two 

kinds of distributions, uniform distribution according to the network area and uniform 

distribution according to path length between the source node and the destination 

node. 

If the location of destination node follows the uniform distribution according to 
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the network area, the average routing overhead R is: 
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We found that if the location of destination node follows the uniform distribution 

according to the network area, the average routing overhead R for SCRP with L trials 

is smaller than the routing overhead
1

1

PC
C

+

−
for the traditional non-scalable routing 

protocols.  

If the location of destination node follows the uniform distribution according to 

the path length between the source node and the destination node, the average routing 

overhead R is: 

2 2 31 1 2 2 3
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We found that if the location of destination node follows the uniform distribution 

according to the path length between the source node and the destination node, the 

average routing overhead R for SCRP with L trials is much smaller than
1

1

PC
C

+

−
for the 

traditional non-scalable routing protocols.  

4.5 Simulations 

In this section, we provide simulation results for SCRP using Qualnet 4.0. 
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To show the benefits of SCRP, it is compared with the spectrum-aware routing 

protocol (SARP), which is our own previous work, and the well-known AODV.  

SARP is described as follows. It is an on-demand cognitive routing protocol. Neural 

network machine learning is used to make nodes aware of history. It employs two 

cognitive functions, an intelligent multi-interface selection function (MISF) and an 

intelligent multi-path selection function (MPSF). The throughput increment is 

adopted by MPSF for path selection and the delay of RREQ packets is adopted by 

MISF for frequency selection. Simulation results show that SARP improves network 

performance. However, the main drawback of SARP is lack of scalability. RREQ 

packets are unconsciously flooded along all links and over all frequencies, which 

incurs significant overhead. 

We present the following metrics, with 95% confidence intervals, to compare the 

performance and scalability of SCRP with SARP and AODV. 

• Overhead: Number of RREQ packets received by nodes, which dominates the 

number of route control packets. 

• Throughput: Average rate of successful message delivery measured in Kbits 

per second, which reflects network performance. 

4.5.1 Scalability with Network Size 

In the first experiment, we show how performance is affected when the number of 

nodes increases. We created a scenario which has 12 applications distributed in a 

600m by 1500m region. We vary the number of nodes. There are three available 
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frequencies. Automatic rate fallback is enabled. UDP is employed as the transport 

layer protocol. IEEE 802.11 is employed as the MAC protocol. We compare 

3-interface SCRP with 3-interface SARP and 1-interface AODV. 

Figure 4.4 and figure 4.5 show the comparison of overhead and throughput 

respectively as a function of number of nodes.  

As expected, routing overhead is increased as the number of nodes increases and 

throughput is decreased as the number of nodes increases. In this experiment, the 

space flooding protocol is working and spectrum flooding protocol is not working 

because the number of available frequencies is three which is equal to the number of 

interfaces. In other words, this experiment only shows how performance is affected 

by the space flooding protocol. 

Compared to 3-interface SARP, 3-interface SCRP saves routing overhead 

dramatically to be almost same as 1-interface AODV. The reason is as follows. SCRP 

intelligently selects a subset of nodes as relay nodes. However, SARP and AODV use 

all nodes as relay nodes. They do not control the flooding region. Because of this, 

3-interface SARP incurs much more routing overhead than 3-interface SCRP. On the 

other hand, 1-interface AODV is not a multi-channel routing protocol. Although 

1-interface AODV seems to have almost same routing overhead as 3-interface SCRP, 

it is able to utilize only one frequency rather than three frequencies. Further, the 

routing overhead of 3-interface SARP and 1-interface AODV is increases faster as the 

number of nodes increases. The routing overhead of 3-interface SCRP increases 

slower as the number of nodes increases because of the space flooding protocol. 
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These results show that the performance of SCRP scales better in terms of network 

size than SARP and AODV. 

Compared to 3-interface SARP, 3-interface SCRP improves network performance 

considerably. The reason is as follows. The space flooding protocol intelligently 

selects nodes on potentially best paths as relay nodes and the other nodes as 

suppressed nodes. It does not sacrifice much performance and avoids interference 

between nodes because many nodes become suppressed nodes. Network performance 

benefits from the space flooding protocol especially for scenarios with a large number 

of nodes. On the other hand, compared to 1-interface AODV, 3-interface SCRP 

increases network performance significantly because 3-interface SCRP is able to 

utilize three frequencies and 1-interface AODV is able to utilize only one frequency. 

In other words, 3-interface SCRP should have much more throughput than 1-interface 

AODV because of the advantages of multi-channel routing protocols. The simulation 

results show that it has about five to eight times the throughput as 1-interface AODV. 

These results show that network performance of SCRP is better than SARP and 

AODV for scenarios with a large number of nodes. 
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of overhead as a function of number of nodes 
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Figure 4.5 Comparison of throughput as a function of number of nodes 
  

4.5.2 Scalability with Network Dynamics 

In the second experiment, we show how performance is affected when node 
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velocity increases. We created a scenario which has 12 applications and 200 nodes 

distributed in a 2500m by 2500m region. We vary node velocity. There are three 

available frequencies. Automatic rate fallback is enabled. UDP is the transport layer 

protocol and IEEE 802.11 is employed as the MAC protocol. We again compare 

3-interface SCRP with 3-interface SARP and 1-interface AODV. 

Figure 4.6 and figure 4.7 show a comparison of overhead and throughput 

respectively as a function of average velocity. 

As expected, throughput is decreased as average velocity increases. Again in this 

experiment, the space flooding protocol is exercised and the spectrum flooding 

protocol is not because the number of available frequencies is three that is equal to 

the number of interfaces, so this only shows how performance is affected by the space 

flooding protocol. 

Compared to 3-interface SARP and 1-interface AODV, 3-interface SCRP saves 

significant routing overhead. The reason is similar to the first experiment. In 

MANETs, nodes trigger routing updates frequently because of the dynamic network 

topology. The space flooding protocol intelligently selects nodes on potentially best 

paths as relay nodes and the other nodes as suppressed nodes, which saves routing 

overhead. On the other hand, network performance benefits from the space flooding 

protocol for highly dynamic network topologies. Compared to 3-interface SARP, 

3-interface SCRP increases throughput considerably. Compared to 1-interface AODV, 

it increases throughput significantly. These results show that routing performance of 

SCRP scales better in terms of network dynamics than SARP and AODV. 
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of overhead as a function of average velocity 
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of throughput as a function of average velocity 
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of overhead as a function of number of frequencies 
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of throughput as a function of number of frequencies 
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4.5.3 Scalability with Network  

4.5.4 Spectrums 

In the third experiment, we show how performance is affected when the number 

of frequencies increases. We created a scenario which has 12 applications and 200 

nodes distributed in a 600m by 1500m region. We vary the number of frequencies. 

The frequencies have different shadowing means, such as 4, 6, 8, 10 or 12, and the 

same Ricean K factor, 16. Automatic rate fallback is enabled. UDP is employed as 

the transport layer protocol And IEEE 802.11 as the MAC protocol. To show the 

benefits of the spectrum flooding protocol, we compare SCRP employing a 

two-dimensional intelligent flooding protocol, denoted as "SCRP(2)", with SCRP 

employing only the space flooding protocol, shown as "SCRP(1)", and SARP .  

Figure 4.8 and figure 4.9 show a comparison of overhead and throughput respectively 

as a function of number of frequencies. As expected, throughput is increased as the 

number of frequencies increases. 

Compared to SCRP(1) and SARP, SCRP(2) saves routing overhead significantly. 

The reason is that SCRP(2) intelligently selects a subset of frequencies as flooding 

frequencies. Routing overhead is almost constant as the number of frequencies 

increases because of the spectrum flooding protocol. On the other hand, SCRP(1) and 

SARP select all frequencies as flooding frequencies. As a result, routing overhead is 

increased as the number of frequencies increases. These results show that the 

performance of SCRP(2) scales better in terms of network spectrum than SCRP(1) 
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and SARP.  

Compared to SCRP(1) and SARP, SCRP(2) has almost same throughput, because 

the spectrum flooding technique intelligently selects the top two frequencies in total 

score as flooding frequencies and randomly selects another frequency to avoid similar 

frequency selection with neighboring nodes. In other words, SCRP(2) lets nodes 

flood RREQ packets over a set of potentially best frequencies instead of all 

frequencies. The simulation results show that these routing protocols have almost the 

same throughput, which means the spectrum flooding protocol sacrifices little 

performance. These results show that the network performance of SCRP(2) can be 

almost same as SCRP(1) and SARP even though nodes flood RREQ packets over a 

limited set of frequencies. 

4.6 Conclusions 

We have investigated the problem of scalable routing in multi-channel mobile 

ad-hoc networks. We have proposed a novel scalable cognitive routing protocol 

(SCRP) which is an on-demand cognitive routing protocol.  

SCRP employs the modified intelligent flooding protocol, a novel approach for 

scalable flooding. Neural network machine learning is adopted to make nodes aware 

of history. Lower layer knowledge is shared with the network layer to help SCRP 

work properly and efficiently. An intelligent flooding protocol saves significant 

routing overhead because nodes selectively flood RREQ packets along predicted 

strong links and over predicted good frequencies. The intelligent flooding protocol 
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can be divided into two parts working over two dimensions, the space flooding and 

spectrum flooding protocols. Simulation results show that the routing performance of 

SCRP scales better than SARP and AODV in terms of network size, network 

dynamics and network spectrums. 
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Chapter 5 
 

Multi-Path Optimized Cognitive 
Routing Protocol 
 
5.1 Introduction 

Multipath routing protocols have been proposed in many papers for both wired 

networks and wireless networks. In wired networks, the major consideration is how 

nodes utilize multiple paths such as back up redundant paths and load balancing 

among available paths. Currently, OSPF and BGP-4 are the dominant routing 

protocols for wired networks. They both include multipath capabilities. Based on 

desired metrics, nodes are able to balance load among paths or support redundant 

paths. On the other hand, mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) have two new 

characteristics, wireless communication and dynamic physical topologies. Nodes 

have to suffer interference from other nodes because of the broadcast nature of 

wireless communications. As a result, network performance degrades if neighboring 

nodes transmit packets over the same frequency. This problem becomes serious for 

multipath routing protocols when nodes simultaneously use multiple paths to transmit 

packets. Also, dynamic physical topology usually incurs considerable overhead to 

repair broken paths especially for multipath routing protocols. Nodes should select 
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stable links to save routing overhead and maintain network reliability. On the other 

hand, it is hard to perform optimal load balancing in dynamic physical topologies 

because significant overhead has to be generated to inform nodes of updated 

conditions for each path. Considering the characteristics of MANETs, we argue that 

multipath routing protocols on MANETs should be focused on how nodes select 

multiple paths to improve network reliability and performance instead of how nodes 

optimally utilize multiple paths. 

The problem we address in this section is how nodes select multiple node-disjoint, 

edge-disjoint, and frequency-disjoint paths. Many multipath routing protocols have 

been proposed to allow nodes to select multiple node-disjoint and edge-disjoint paths. 

However, few of them provide solutions for how nodes can select multiple 

frequency-disjoint paths.  

Our main contribution is the cognitive multipath multi-channel routing protocol 

(CMMRP). It falls into a novel category of routing protocols, cognitive routing 

protocols. Each node predicts future conditions of links and frequencies based on past 

experience. Multiple disjoint paths are discovered one by one by triggering RREQ 

packets multiple times from the source node, trading routing overhead for network 

reliability and performance. 

5.2 Related Work 

In this section, we discuss work related to CMMRP. 
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5.2.1 Disjoint Multipath Routing Protocols 

A multitude of disjoint multipath routing protocols have been proposed (e.g. 

[67-72]). The main idea is that a source node selects multiple non-overlapped paths to 

transmit packets to a destination node. In [67], the authors proposed a maximally 

disjoint multipath routing protocol, an on-demand routing protocol. Unlike traditional 

protocols where intermediate nodes discard duplicated RREQ packets, the proposed 

routing protocol lets intermediate nodes relay duplicated RREQ packets to make 

destination node know all possible paths. A destination node selects multiple disjoint 

paths according to recorded traversed paths of RREQ packets and sends RREP 

packets back to source node through the corresponding paths.  

Disjoint multipath routing protocols improve network reliability because the 

possibility of multiple disjoint paths breaking simultaneously is much lower than 

possibility that one path breaks. However, the main drawback is the significant 

routing overhead incurred when intermediate nodes relay all duplicated RREQ 

packets.  

5.2.2 Meshed Multipath Routing Protocols 

Many meshed multipath routing protocols have been proposed (e.g. [73-77]). The 

main idea is that a source node selects multiple overlapped paths to transmit packets 

to a destination node. Unlike disjoint multipath routing protocols, they let 

intermediate nodes have multiple paths between source node and destination node. As 

a result, there will be a large number of overlapping paths between source node and 
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destination node constructed via links selected by intermediate nodes. In [73], the 

authors argue that meshed multipath routing protocols are more reliable than disjoint 

multipath routing protocols. However, the difference is small because the selected 

paths are overlapping but not independent. 

Meshed multipath routing protocols improve network reliability considerably 

because of the large number of overlapping paths between source node and 

destination node. However, the main drawback is the excessive overhead incurred 

when intermediate nodes transmit replicated data packets over multiple links to the 

destination node.  

5.2.3 Cognitive Routing Protocols 

In recent years, several cognitive routing protocols have been proposed (e.g. 

[88-91]). The principle idea is that nodes are able to make wise decisions by 

predicting future network conditions based on past experience. Machine learning 

techniques are adopted to make nodes aware of history. Lower layer knowledge of 

wireless medium is shared with network layer. Currently, path selection and spectrum 

selection are common topics in cognitive routing protocols. Little prior work has 

focused on multipath routing. We argue that cognitive routing is a promising 

approach to make nodes intelligently perform multipath routing. 

5.3 Approach 

In this section, we discuss the details of our proposed routing protocol. 
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5.3.1 Overview of CMMRP 

The cognitive multipath multi-channel routing protocol (CMMRP) is an 

on-demand disjoint multipath routing protocol.  

CMMRP lets nodes trigger routing updates reactively when links break. Unlike 

the other on-demand multipath routing protocols where multiple paths are discovered 

at once by triggering one RREQ packet from source node, CMMRP allows multiple 

paths to be discovered one by one by triggering RREQ packets multiple times from 

the source node. The benefits of modification are: 

• Nodes efficiently control the number of paths. 

• CMMRP can downgrade to a single-path routing protocol. 

• Nodes efficiently perform paths maintenance in dynamic networks. 

• Nodes confidently discover frequency-disjoint paths. 

CMMRP is designed for multi-channel environments where nodes can 

simultaneously use multiple interfaces to transmit packets over different frequencies. 

Unlike the other disjoint multipath routing protocols where nodes select multiple 

node-disjoint and edge-disjoint paths over one frequency, CMMRP employs 

cognitive functions to allow nodes to intelligently select multiple node-disjoint, 

edge-disjoint, and frequency-disjoint paths over multiple frequencies. 

Frequency-disjoint paths indicate that neighboring nodes on different paths transmit 

packets over different frequencies, which avoids interference from the other nodes. 

Neural network machine learning is adopted to make nodes aware of history, which 

makes CMMRP a cognitive routing protocol. Lower layer knowledge is shared with 
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the network layer to help CMMRP work properly and efficiently.  

The path discovery protocol of CMMRP can be divided into two parts, space 

discovery and spectrum discovery protocol, working in the two dimensions, space 

and spectrum. 

5.3.2 Space Discovery Protocol 

As the name implies, space discovery protocol is used to discover multiple 

node-disjoint and edge-disjoint paths in space dimension. It is further developed 

based on our own work. In previous work, we developed a new metric, throughput 

increment, which is defined as predicted throughput after a new application joins 

minus current throughput. It is the throughput increment that determines future 

overall throughput. Predicted throughput increment is estimated based on predicted 

channel type and predicted channel capacity using neural network machine learning 

method. Simulation results show that throughput increment is an excellent metric for 

path selection. 

In this work, space discovery protocol utilizes the developed metric to select paths 

after multiple disjoint paths are discovered. For ease of implementation, source node 

desires two disjoint paths to destination node.  

Space discovery protocol works as follows. Source node floods RREQ packets 

reactively when number of paths to destination node is less than desired number. 

Unlike the other disjoint multipath routing protocols, intermediate nodes do not relay 

duplicated RREQ packets. Consequently, destination node knows a subset of possible 
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paths to source node and selects the best path from them based on the developed 

metric. To discover two disjoint paths, source node has to flood RREQ packets again. 

Each intermediate node checks whether it already had a valid routing table entry to 

destination node. If so, it does not relay RREQ packets because it is already selected 

by destination node on one of the paths. Otherwise, it relays RREQ packets if they are 

not duplicated. Destination node selects the best path from updated known paths 

based on the developed metric. This approach guarantees source node to discover 

multiple node-disjoint and edge-disjoint paths.    

Space discovery protocol makes multiple disjoint paths discovered one by one, 

which makes it possible for source nodes to independently determine the number of 

disjoint paths to destination nodes. This approach also enables CMMRP to 

downgrade to a single-path routing protocol, which makes it compatible with some 

other routing protocols. Compared to the other disjoint multipath routing protocols, 

CMMRP reduces routing overhead significantly by employing space discovery 

protocol. Traditional disjoint multipath routing protocols let intermediate nodes relay 

duplicated RREQ packets to make destination node know all possible paths. Routing 

overhead is mainly determined by the number of neighboring nodes because it 

determines the number of duplicated RREQ packets received by a node, which 

usually means a large amount of routing overhead especially for dense networks. 

Unlike them, CMMRP makes multiple paths discovered one by one by triggering 

RREQ packets multiple times from source node. Intermediate nodes discard 

duplicated RREQ packets. By applying space discovery protocol, routing overhead is 
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mainly determined by the number of times that source node triggers RREQ packets. 

As a result, CMMRP does not generate significant overhead for dense networks. 

5.3.3 Spectrum Discovery Protocol 

As the name suggests, spectrum discovery protocol is used to discover multiple 

frequency-disjoint paths in spectrum dimension. It is further developed based on our 

own work. In previous work, we developed a metric, delay of RREQ packets, for 

frequency selection. In wireless communication, packet delay is mainly determined 

by queuing delay which is affected by traffic load and channel capacity. Delay of 

RREQ packets is used to estimate queuing delay. The frequency over which delay of 

RREQ packets is small is predicted to have good channel conditions. Simulation 

results show that it is an excellent metric for frequency selection. 

In this work, spectrum discovery protocol utilizes the developed metric to 

discover multiple frequency-disjoint paths. For ease of implementation, each node 

equips two interfaces which can be used simultaneously for packet transmission over 

different frequencies. 

Spectrum discovery protocol works as follows. Nodes monitor as many 

frequencies as possible. Each node floods RREQ packets over all available 

frequencies to make neighboring nodes know conditions of each frequency. By 

applying the developed metric, when receiving a RREQ packet with a new sequence 

number or flooding ID, node records receiving frequency in the corresponding 

routing table entry and discards the rest duplicated RREQ packets. The recorded 
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frequency is the most possible one which is different with the frequencies selected by 

neighboring nodes because allocated frequencies with interference from transmitting 

nodes tend to have large delay of RREQ packets. Each node on path selected by space 

discovery protocol transmits RREP packet back to source node over the recorded 

frequency to notify previous-hop node of the frequency selected by spectrum 

discovery protocol.  

CMMRP is designed for multi-channel environment. It uses a novel approach, 

cognition, to discover multiple frequency-disjoint paths. Nodes estimate and predict 

future conditions of frequencies based on past experience. Spectrum discovery 

protocol utilizes the developed metric. Traditional multipath routing protocols only 

improve network reliability. However, by employing spectrum discovery protocol, 

CMMRP improves both network reliability and performance because spectrum 

diversity is maximized with frequency-disjoint paths, which avoids interference from 

neighboring nodes. Also, nodes are able to confidently discover frequency-disjoint 

paths because multiple paths are discovered one-by-one. Spectrum can be gradually 

allocated to each path according to updated environment. Otherwise, it is difficult to 

guarantee that neighboring nodes on different paths select different frequencies 

simultaneously in distributed manner. 
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Figure 5.1 An example of constructed network topology by space discovery protocol 
and spectrum discovery protocol 
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Figure 5.1 shows an example of constructed network topology by space discovery 

protocol and spectrum discovery protocol. It clearly shows the benefits of them. Blue 

nodes are indicated as source node and destination node. In spectrum view, nodes 

select frequency-disjoint paths for packet transmission. In space view, source node 

selects node-disjoint and edge-disjoint paths for packet transmission. 

5.3.4 Paths Maintenance 

In MANET, links tend to break because of dynamic physical topology. As a result, 

an efficient paths maintenance protocol is demanded to maintain network reliability. 

Most traditional multipath routing protocols have to replace all valid paths between 

source node and destination node as long as one path breaks because source node 

initiates one RREQ packet to discover multiple paths at once. Otherwise, source node 

has to wait until number of valid paths is below a threshold to trigger RREQ packets. 

By applying traditional approaches, multipath routing protocols have to either 

generate significant routing overhead or degrade network performance. The problem 

becomes serious for MANET where network topology changes quickly. Unlike them, 

CMMRP provides an efficient paths maintenance protocol which is suitable for 

MANET. It makes multiple paths discovered one by one by triggering RREQ packets 

multiple times. Source node is able to efficiently control the number of valid paths by 

repairing one broken path each time, which usually incurs a small amount of routing 

overhead because of space discovery protocol.  
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5.3.5 Paths Usage 

In wired networks, major consideration on multipath routing protocols is focused 

on paths usage because of the static network topology. However, in MANET, we 

argue that major consideration should be focused on path discovery. 

CMMRP does not let nodes back up any redundant path because it shows little 

benefit in MANET. To balance load among multiple disjoint paths, source node 

should clearly know the conditions of each path. In [81], the authors proposed a 

routing protocol using WCETT as metric for path selection. We proposed a new 

metric, throughput increment, for path selection. CMMRP is able to balance load 

among multiple paths according to our developed metric. However, it shows little 

benefit in MANET because source node cannot continuously update conditions of 

each path. Otherwise, significant overhead has to be generated. Therefore, for ease of 

implementation, CMMRP equally balance load among multiple paths. 

5.4 Simulations 

In this section, we provide simulation results of CMMRP using Qualnet 4.0. To 

show the benefits of CMMRP, it is compared with spectrum-aware routing protocol 

(SARP) which is our own previous work and a simple multipath routing protocol 

(MRP).  

MRP is an on-demand multipath single-channel routing protocol. SARP is 

described as follows. It is an on-demand cognitive single-path multi-channel routing 

protocol. Neural network machine learning method is used to make nodes aware of 
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history. It employs two cognitive functions, intelligent multi-interface selection 

function (MISF) and intelligent multipath selection function (MPSF). The metric, 

throughput increment, is adopted by MPSF for path selection and the metric, delay of 

RREQ packets, is adopted by MISF for frequency selection. Simulation results show 

that SARP improves network performance.  

We present following metrics with 95% confidence intervals of measured values 

to compare network reliability and performance of CMMRP with SARP and MRP. 

• Overhead: Average number of RREQ packets received per frequency which 

dominates the number of route control packets. 

• Throughput: Average rate of successful message delivery measured in Kbits 

per second which reflects network reliability and performance. 

5.4.1 Impact of Network Size 

In the first experiment, we show how network reliability and performance are 

affected when the number of nodes increases. We created a scenario which has 6 

applications distributed in a 600m by 1500m region. We vary the number of nodes. 

There are ten available frequencies. Frequencies have different shadowing means 

such as 4, 6, 8, 10 or 12 and same Ricean K factor as 16. Automatic rate fallback is 

enabled. UDP is employed as transport layer protocol. IEEE 802.11 is employed as 

MAC protocol. We compare CMMRP with SARP and MRP. 

Figure 5.2 and figure 5.3 show the comparison of overhead and throughput 

respectively as a function of number of nodes. As expected, overhead is increased as 
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number of nodes increases because node density increases. 

Compared to SARP and MRP, CMMRP increases overhead considerably. The reason 

is explained as follows. CMMRP is a disjoint multipath routing protocol and SARP is 

a single-path routing protocol. By employing CMMRP, multiple paths are discovered 

one by one by trigger RREQ packets multiple times, which incurs more overhead 

than SARP. On the other hand, CMMRP is a multi-channel routing protocol and 

MRP is a single-channel routing protocol. By employing CMMRP, each node equips 

two interfaces which monitor ten available frequencies and floods RREQ packets 

over all frequencies. CMMRP generates more average overhead per frequency than 

MRP because possibility that route control packets are transmitted over a long 

distance increases when number of frequencies increases. 
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of overhead as a function of number of nodes 
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Figure 5.3 Comparison of throughput as a function of number of nodes 
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Compared to SARP, CMMRP increases throughput considerably. The reason is 

explained as follows. CMMRP is a disjoint multipath routing protocol and SARP is a 

single-path routing protocol. By employing CMMRP, source node discovers multiple 

node-disjoint, edge-disjoint and frequency disjoint paths, which improves network 

reliability and performance. Compared to MRP, CMMRP increases throughput 

significantly. The reason is explained as follows. Like most multipath routing 

protocols, MRP can utilize only one frequency. As a result, interference between 

nodes is serious. On the other hand, CMMRP is a multi-channel routing protocol. 

Nodes discover multiple frequency-disjoint paths over ten frequencies. Consequently, 

interference between nodes decreases dramatically because frequency diversity is 

maximized by spectrum discovery protocol. These results show that CMMRP has 

better network reliability and performance than SARP and MRP for scenarios with a 

large number of nodes. 

5.4.2 Impact of Network Dynamics 

In the second experiment, we show how network reliability and performance are 

affected when node velocity increases. We created a scenario similar as the first 

experiment. 200 nodes are distributed in a 2500m by 2500m region. We vary node 

velocity. We compare CMMRP with SARP and MRP. 

Figure 5.4 and figure 5.5 show the comparison of overhead and throughput 

respectively as a function of average velocity. As expected, overhead is increased and 

throughput is decreased as average velocity increases because links breakage happens 
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frequently.  

Compared to SARP, CMMRP increases overhead considerably. The reason is 

explained as follows. In MANET, nodes trigger routing updates frequently to repair 

broken paths. CMMRP generates considerable overhead especially for high node 

velocity to perform paths maintenance because nodes have to maintain multiple paths. 

Routing overhead of SARP increases slower than CMMRP as average velocity 

increases because it maintains fewer path than CMMRP. Routing overhead of 

CMMRP increases slower than MRP as average velocity increases because it makes 

multiple disjoint paths discovered one by one by triggering RREQ packets multiple 

times from source node, which is an efficient paths maintenance protocol. 

Throughput is decreased as average velocity increases because of the dynamic 

network topology. Compared to SARP, CMMRP increases throughput considerably. 

Compared to MRP, CMMRP increases throughput significantly. The reasons are 

similar as the first experiment. These results show that CMMRP has better network 

reliability and performance than SARP and MRP for scenarios with high node 

velocity.  
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of overhead as a function of average velocity 
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of throughput as a function of average velocity 
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of overhead as a function of number of frequencies 
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of throughput as a function of number of frequencies 
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5.4.3 Impact of Network Spectrums 

In the third experiment, we show how network reliability and performance are 

affected when the number of frequencies increases. We created a scenario similar as 

previous experiments. 200 nodes are distributed in a 600m by 1500m region. We vary 

the number of frequencies. We compare CMMRP with SARP. 

Figure 5.6 and figure 5.7 show the comparison of overhead and throughput 

respectively as a function of number of frequencies. As expected, overhead and 

throughput are increased as number of frequencies increases.  

Overhead is increased as number of frequencies increases because possibility that 

route control packets are transmitted over a long distance increases when number of 

frequencies increases. Compared to SARP, CMMRP increases overhead considerably. 

The reason is similar as previous experiments. 

Throughput increases as number of frequencies increase because nodes are able to 

utilize more frequencies to increase frequency diversity. Compare to SARP, CMMRP 

has almost same throughput when the number of frequencies is smaller than 6 and it 

has more throughput when number of frequencies is bigger than 6. The reason is 

explained as follows. When the number of frequencies is small, nodes cannot 

effectively perform spectrum discovery protocol to discover multiple 

frequency-disjoint paths. On the other hand, when the number of frequencies is big, 

CMMRP makes nodes efficiently perform spectrum discovery protocol to maximize 

frequency diversity, which improves network performance. However, 6 frequencies 

are enough for SARP to allocate spectrum because it is a single-path routing protocol. 
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These results show that CMMRP can improve network performance when number of 

frequencies is big enough. 

5.5 Conclusions 

We have investigated the problem of multipath routing in multi-channel mobile 

ad-hoc networks. We have proposed a novel cognitive multipath multi-channel 

routing protocol.  

CMMRP lets nodes trigger routing updates reactively when links break. It is 

designed for multi-channel environment where nodes can simultaneously use multiple 

interfaces to transmit packets over different frequencies. It employs cognitive 

functions to make nodes intelligently select multiple node-disjoint, edge-disjoint and 

frequency-disjoint paths. Neural network machine learning method is adopted to 

make nodes aware of history. Lower layer knowledge is shared with network layer to 

help CMMRP work properly and efficiently. Path discovery protocol of CMMRP can 

be divided into two parts, space discovery protocol and spectrum discovery protocol. 

They work in two dimensions, space and spectrum. Simulation results show that 

CMMRP significantly improves network reliability and performance. 
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Chapter 6 
 

Mobility-Aware Routing Protocol for 
Mobile Cognitive Networks 
 

6.1 Introduction 

In mobile ad-hoc networks, the physical topology of the nodes tends to change 

because of the nodes mobility. Consequently, the link conditions between the nodes 

also tend to change. In order to gain better performance, the logical topology, that is, 

the routing table used by the routing protocols should adapt fast to the physical 

topology changes.  

The traditional routing protocols [86-94] will trigger the routing updates only after 

the nodes detect the route failure. If the distance between the nodes is small, the 

available bandwidth might be large because of the strong received signal strength. On 

the other hand, if the link between the nodes is about to break, the available 

bandwidth might be small because of the weak received signal strength. Therefore, in 

traditional routing protocols, the condition of a link has to be rather bad before the 

routing table is updated which decreases the overall network performance. If the 

routing protocol is aware of the mobility, the nodes will be able to trigger the routing 

updates intelligently before the link breaks. The nodes might find a better next hop 

with larger available bandwidth. The network performance might be improved.  
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6.2 Related Work 

Most of the work [96-99] on mobile wireless ad hoc networks focuses on the 

routing topologies and scalability issues. Few efforts have considered the 

mobility-aware routing protocol (MARP). 

In [82], the authors propose a routing algorithm called adaptive distance vector 

(ADV) for mobile ad-hoc networks. In this algorithm, the frequency and the size of 

the routing updates can be changed dynamically based on the network load and 

mobility conditions. In ADV, the routing updates frequency increases as the mobility 

velocity increases. From the results provided in the paper, ADV is able to improve the 

throughput and decreases the end-to-end delay. However, we argue that the mobility 

velocity is not a clear sign to change the routing updates frequency because a cluster 

of nodes might move with the same mobility velocity and in the same direction. In 

this case, the nodes do not need to trigger the routing updates because the relative 

physical topology is not changed.  

In [83], the authors propose a preemptive routing maintenance algorithm. The 

authors argue that the algorithm combines the best of the table-driven and on-demand 

routing protocol, because the hand-off is initiated early to minimize the delay and the 

routing update is triggered as needed to minimize the overhead. In [84], the authors 

propose a router handoff algorithm for mobile ad-hoc networks. The node tries to 

locally find an alternate next hop before it floods the route request. In this way, the 

overhead incurred can be minimized. In [85], the authors propose an algorithm called 

preemptive AODV (PrAODV). The algorithm combines two pre-emptive 
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mechanisms, schedule a rediscovery in advance and warn the source before the path 

breaks. The algorithms proposed in [83-85] use the received signal strength as a sign 

to predict when the link is likely to break. However, we argue that the received signal 

strength is also not a clear sign to determine when to trigger the routing updates 

because of its large variance. The received signal strength reflects both the small scale 

fading and large scale fading. The routing protocols will have too many overheads if 

the routing table changes fast, which might decrease the network performance.  

In mobile ad-hoc networks, if a link along the path breaks, the source node has to 

stop transmitting the packets, which decrease the throughput and increase the 

end-to-end delay because of the longer queue length. From the related works, we 

found that if the routing protocol is aware of the mobility and triggers the routing 

updates before the link breaks, the network can not only avoid the potential path 

failure but also might find a better next hop with larger bandwidth. In this way, the 

overall performance of the network can be improved.  

6.3 Approach 

Compared to the previous works, our MARP uses slope of the throughput rather 

than the received signal strength to predict when the link is likely to break. In mobile 

ad-hoc networks, the variance of the received signal strength tends to be large. 

However, the variance of the slope of the throughput is relative small compared to the 

received signal strength. It is relatively easy to keep track of the slope of the 

throughput. Therefore, our MARP should gain better performance. 
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Figure 6.1 shows the relationship between the throughput and the load for different 

type of links. It is obvious that the link with larger bandwidth will have larger slope 

of the throughput. However, after the link is saturated, the slope of the throughput 

becomes zero. Therefore, the slope of the throughput can reflect both the link 

conditions and the load of a link.  

In our MARP, the nodes need to predict the slope of the throughput based on the 

history. The algorithm used to predict the slope of the throughput will be illustrated 

later. By keeping track of the slope of the throughput, the nodes are able to predict 

that the link is likely to break as long as the slope of the throughput decreases. The 

reason is that when the distance between the nodes becomes larger or the interference 

from the neighboring nodes becomes larger, the slope of the throughput decreases. In 

most cases, the link condition will be even worse in the future, which causes the link 

breaks finally. Basically, our MARP uses the change of the slope of the throughput as 

the sign of the physical topology changes. Therefore, as long as the slope of the 

throughput decreases, the node should trigger the routing updates to find a better next 

hop instead of waiting until the link breaks.  

In our MARP, the nodes will perform the local optimization if they have 

determined to trigger the routing updates. It means that the intermediate node only 

needs to inform the previous hop rather than the source node. It is the previous hop 

that needs to flood the RREQ packets. Therefore, the local optimization might be 

transparent to the source node. In other words, the source node can keep transmitting 

the packets to the destination node without worrying about the link failure, because 
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the routing updates are performed before the link fails. Therefore, our MARP 

performs seamless handoff. 

Routing table should not only be as fresh as possible but also be as stable as 

possible. Otherwise, the nodes have to switch the next hop too frequently, which 

might incur too much overhead. Most recent MAC protocols [103-105] tend to use 

the received signal strength to determine which node should access the medium. The 

received signal strength can reflect both the small scale fading and the large scale 

fading. It meets the demands of MAC protocol, so that the nodes are able to perform 

opportunistic scheduling. However, routing protocol does not need to consider the 

small scale fading. It only needs to consider the large scale fading to make routing 

table relatively stable. Therefore, using the slope of the throughput to determine when 

the nodes should trigger the routing updates might be suitable for routing protocols, 

because it can only reflect the large scale fading effects and tends to have smaller 

variance compared to the received signal strength. 

Our MARP also combines the best of the on-demand and table-driven routing 

protocol. It is able to gradually increase number of the routing updates as the physical 

topology of the network changes faster. When the physical topology changes slowly, 

the slope of the throughput also changes slowly. Few routing updates might be 

triggered. Therefore, the unnecessary overhead involved is minimized. On the other 

hand, when the physical topology changes fast, the slope of the throughput also 

changes fast. Many routing updates might be trigger. In this way, the routing table is 

able to adapt fast to the physical topology changes. Therefore, our MARP tries to 
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minimize the unnecessary overhead and also adapt fast to the physical topology 

changes.  

At this point, we know the advantages of choosing the slope of the throughput as 

the sign to predict when the link is likely to break. In order to predict the slope of the 

throughput, we use the neural network machine learning method [100]. Based on our 

previous work [101], we are able to predict the future throughput given the potential 

source load based on the current packet loss rate and the current end-to-end delay. 

Equation (6.1) illustrates how to calculate the slope of the throughput. We denote S as 

the slope of the throughput, FT as the predicted future throughput, CT as the current 

throughput, FL as the future load and CL as the current load. In this way, the nodes 

are able to predict the slope of the throughput. 

               S =(FT–CT)/(FL – CL)                             (6.1) 

After triggering the routing updates, the nodes might receive several RREP packets, 

even from the upstream nodes, because the upstream nodes are transparent to the 

local optimization. However, we argue that there will be not routing loop problem 

involved. The reason is that our MARP uses the intelligent multi-path selection 

algorithm [101] to determine whether the existing route should be preempted by the 

new route. The path from the upstream nodes to the destination nodes cannot be 

better than the path from the current node to the destination node. Therefore, the 

existing route will not be preempted by the upstream nodes. 
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Figure 6.1: Average network-wide throughput as a function of load 
 
 

 

Figure 6.2: The CogNet layer architecture 
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6.4 Implementations 

In last section, we mentioned that we use our previous work [101] to predict the 

slope of the throughput. In that work, we added a new layer between the network 

layer and the transport layer. This new layer is called the CogNet layer. In this 

approach, the new layer is responsible for maintaining the end-to-end delay, the 

packet loss rate and the number of packets sent of the links for the destination nodes, 

predicting the type of links for the neighbors, predicting the load level of links for the 

neighbors and predicting the slope of the throughput. Figure 6.2 shows the protocol 

architecture we used in our previous work. We implement the routing framework 

based on AODV. 

The receiver keeps track of the slope of the throughput for the link between the 

receiver and its previous hop. The receiver needs to learn the history for two seconds 

before it determines the changes of the slope of the throughput. In this way, the 

variance of the slope of the throughput can be reduced. Whenever the slope of the 

throughput decreases, the receiver sends a warning indication to its previous hop. 

This warning signal is very similar to the RREQ packet. The only difference is that 

this warning signal contains the destination node address along the path rather than 

the sender of the RREQ. The radius of the flooding region of the warning signal is 

only 1-hop. Therefore, it has only little impact on the aggregate network performance. 

When the previous hop receives the waning signal, it floods the RREQ packets to 

the destination node. The radius of the flooding region is same as the hop count of the 
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existing path to the destination node. In our MARP, the nodes will not retry this 

RREQ packet which performs the local optimization, because there will be much 

more overhead incurred. However, if the node receives another warning signal from 

the next hop, the node needs to flood the RREQ packets again.  

6.5 Simulations 

In this section, we provide simulation results with different mobility velocities, 

obtained using Qualnet 4.0 [102]. 

Our scenario has a 1000m by 1000m region. There are 56 nodes in this region 

which is randomly distributed. There are six application sources. We assume the 

applications generating traffic for the simulation have an exponential distribution 

inter-arrival rate with a mean of 1.5 ms. User datagram protocol (UDP) is used as the 

transport layer protocol. Because the nodes experience different wireless conditions, 

the bandwidth for each node can be different. The bandwidth between nodes might be 

1 Mbps, 2 Mbps, 5.5 Mbps or 11 Mbps. The node queue size is 20,000 bytes. Auto 

fallback rate is enabled. Mobility velocities of 5 m/s, 10 m/s, 15 m/s, 20 m/s, 25 m/s 

and 30 m/s were evaluated. Simulations were run at least 45 times for each velocity. 

AODV was used as the basis for comparison of the performance of our MARP. 

Figure 6.3 shows the distribution of the average throughput for each time as a 

function of mobility velocity. Figure 6.4 shows the average throughput for each speed 

as a function of the mobility velocity. From these two figures, it is obvious that our 

approach is able to increase the throughput significantly.  
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Figure 6.5 shows the percentage increased of the throughput as the function of the 

mobility velocity. The throughput is increased by about 30% when the mobility 

velocity is high. However, when the mobility velocity is low, the performance is 

roughly similar to AODV. The reason is that when the mobility velocity is low, the 

physical topology changes slowly. The local optimization is seldom performed. In 

this situation, the MARP has the similar behavior to AODV. On the other hand, when 

the mobility velocity is high, the local optimization is triggered very frequently. 

Compared to AODV, the routing table in our MARP can adapt faster to the physical 

topology changes. Therefore, it is able to attain much higher throughput. Figure 6.6 

shows the standard deviation of the average throughput as the function of the mobility 

velocity. Compared to the mean of the average throughput, the standard deviation of 

the throughput is small. 
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Figure 6.3:  The distribution of the average throughput as a function of mobility 
velocity. 
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Figure 6.4: The average throughput as a function of mobility velocity. 
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Figure 6.5: The percentage increased of the throughput as a function of mobility 
velocity 
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Figure 6.6: The standard deviation of the throughput as a function of mobility 
velocity 
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Figure 6.7 shows the distribution of the average end-to-end delay for each time as 

a function of mobility velocity. Figure 6.8 shows the average end-to-end delay for 

each speed as a function of the mobility velocity. These results suggest that our 

approach is able to decrease the end-to-end delay significantly. 

Figure 6.9 shows the percentage decrease of the end-to-end delay as a function of 

the mobility velocity. The end-to-end delay can be decreased by about 33%. When 

the mobility velocity is high, the local optimization is triggered very frequently. 

Compared to AODV, our MARP will lead to fewer link failures, so the average queue 

length will be smaller, which results in the decreased end-to-end delay. On the other 

hand, when the mobility velocity is low, the MARP is also able to decrease the 

end-to-end delay significantly. The reason is that the nodes use the slope of the 

throughput as the measure to determine when they should trigger routing updates. 

The slope of the throughput combines both the link conditions and the loading on the 

link. Therefore, when the mobility velocity is low, the MARP is able to perform load 

balancing so that the end-to-end delay is decreased. Figure 6.10 shows the standard 

deviation of the average end-to-end delay as the function of the mobility velocity. 

Compared to the mean of the average end-to-end delay, the standard deviation of the 

end-to-end delay is small. 
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Figure 6.7: The distribution of the average end-to-end delay as a function of mobility 
velocity 
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Figure 6.8: The average end-to-end delay as a function of mobility velocity 
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Figure 6.9: The percentage decreased of the end-to-end delay as a function of 
mobility velocity 
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Figure 6.10: The standard deviation of the end-to-end delay as a function of mobility 
velocity 
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In the following discussion, the overhead is defined as the number of RREQ 

packets initialized and forwarded, because it is the RREQ packets that dominate the 

route control packets. 

Figure 6.11 shows the distribution of the average overhead for each time as a 

function of mobility velocity. Figure 6.12 shows the average overhead for each speed 

as a function of the mobility velocity. From these two figures, it can be seen that our 

MARP will incur more overhead compared to AODV. Also, the average overhead 

increases as the mobility velocity increases because when the mobility velocity 

increases, more local optimization might be triggered. Figure 6.13 shows the 

percentage increased of the overhead as the function of the mobility velocity. The 

average overhead is increased by 10%-50%. The percentage increase tends to be 

larger when the mobility velocity is high. There is a tradeoff between the overhead 

cost and the network performance. Figure 6.14 shows the standard deviation of the 

average overhead as a function of the mobility velocity. The standard deviation of the 

average overheads increases as the mobility velocity increases. The reason is that the 

MARP triggers the routing updates based on prediction. For different mobility 

behaviors, the overhead incurred might be quite different, especially when the 

mobility velocity is high. 
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Figure 6.11: The distribution of the average overhead as a function of mobility 
velocity 
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Figure 6.12: The average overhead as a function of mobility velocity 
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Figure 6.13: The percentage increased of the overhead as a function of mobility 
velocity 
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Figure 6.14: The standard deviation of the average overhead as a function the 
mobility velocity 
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In this section, we provide the results on the simulation. From these results, we 

found the MARP is able to increase the throughput by about 30% and decrease the 

end-to-end delay by about 30%. And the cost of the improvement is that the overhead 

is increased by 10%-50%. However, the key factor for the MARP to increase the 

overall performance is that the nodes are able to find a better next hop after they 

trigger the routing updates. Actually, if the nodes are not able to find a better next hop, 

the overall network performance might be worse than the traditional routing protocols. 

The reason is that some of the bandwidth might be wasted by the routing updates. 

Therefore, for mobile ad-hoc network in which the nodes are distributed sparsely, the 

MARP cannot work very well.  However, if the nodes are distributed densely, the 

MARP will increase the performance significantly. 

Also, in the simulations, we found that the links might still break with our MARP. 

One of the reasons is that our machine learning method is based on prediction. The 

accuracy is about 80%-90% as we illustrated in our previous work [20]. It means that 

our MARP might miss some of the potential link breaks. Another reason is that the 

nodes will not retry the RREQ for local optimization. Therefore, if the nodes did not 

receive the RREP, they will miss the potential local optimization. However, we found 

that if the nodes retry the local optimization, much more overhead might be incurred, 

because in many situations, there are actually no better next hops than the current 

next hop. That is why we let the nodes in our MARP not retry the local optimization. 

Finally, compared to the performance of the traditional routing protocol, the 

performance of our MARP tends to have larger variance. The reason is that the 
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performance of our MARP is determined by the mobility behavior of the nodes in the 

networks. It is the mobility behavior that determines when to trigger the routing 

updates. Therefore, in some situations, the routing updates might be triggered very 

frequently and many overhead might be incurred. In these situations, the performance 

of our MARP should be much better than the performance of the traditional routing 

protocols. 
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Chapter 7 
 

Conclusion 
7.1 Lessons Learned 

In this dissertation, I proposed several intelligent approaches for routing protocol 

in cognitive ad-hoc networks. This dissertation begins with a detailed modeling and 

analysis of the new CogNet architecture and then offers a detailed description of the 

approach, mathematical analysis, and simulation results for the several routing 

protocols developed in the course of this work.  

As discussed earlier, the fundamental concept for these cognitive routing 

protocols is that a proper and adaptive network topology should be constructed by the 

nodes using cognitive functions that make predictions based on past experience. The 

nodes in CRNs employ machine learning techniques to learn past experiences and 

make wise decisions by predicting future network conditions. The cognitive protocol 

architecture presented here is a cross-layer optimized architecture where the lower 

layer knowledge of the wireless medium is shared with the network layer.  

Based on the simulation results, it was demonstrated that the network 

performance could be increased significantly by use of cognitive routing protocols. 

Multiple ways of using cognitive functions were explored, such as the multi-channel 

optimized approach, the scalability optimized cognitive approach, the multi-path 

optimized approach, and the mobility optimized approach.  The benefits of the new 
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protocols were substantial. 

7.2 Future Work 

This section discusses some opportunities for future work based on this 

dissertation. 

In chapter 2, I provide the detailed modeling and analysis of the CogNet 

architecture. However, the detailed implementation is much more complicated than 

simulation. When the CogNet architecture is implemented in real devices, more 

implementation details with fewer assumptions must be considered. 

In chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6, I provide a detailed description of the approach, 

mathematical analysis, and simulations results for the cognitive routing protocols. Of 

course, if the routing protocols are evaluated in experiments with actual wireless 

devices, the communication environments will be much more complex than were 

captured in these simulations and analyses. Demonstration and testing of the 

cognitive routing protocols in an experimental testbed will be very challenging and 

enlightening.  
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